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5. Classification
Ownership of Property

(Check as many boxes as apply.)

X

Category of Property
(Check only one box.)

private
public - Local
public - State
public - Federal

X building(s)
district
site
structure
object

Number of Resources within Property

(Do not include previously listed resources in the count.)

Contributing

4

Noncontributing
buildings
site
structure
object

4

Total

Number of contributing resources previously
listed in the National Register

6. Function or Use
Historic Functions

Current Functions

Education/School

Education/School

(Enter categories from instructions.)

(Enter categories from instructions.)

Defense/Naval Facility

7. Description
Architectural Classification

Materials

Modern Movement-Art Deco

foundation:

Modern Movement-Art Moderne

walls:

(Enter categories from instructions.)

(Enter categories from instructions.)

Concrete

Brick
Limestone

roof:

Synthetic/Rubber

other:
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Narrative Description

(Describe the historic and current physical appearance and condition of the property. Describe contributing and noncontributing resources if
applicable. Begin with a summary paragraph that briefly describes the general characteristics of the property, such as its location, type, style,
method of construction, setting, size, and significant features. Indicate whether the property has historic integrity).

Summary Paragraph
Chicago Vocational School (CVS) was constructed between 1938 and designed by Board of Education
Architect, John C. Christensen (1878-1967). CVS sits on a 22-acre campus encompassing 4.4 square city
blocks bordered by 87th Street, Anthony Avenue, 85th Street, and Chappel Avenue in the Avalon Park
community on the city’s South Side. The main entrance faces south at 2100 East 87th Street on historic 87th
street Boulevard system. The building is set within its original historical context to the north, west, and south
in a residential community of one- and two-story residential units constructed in the interwar decades. CVS
is composed of four contributing buildings constructed between 1938 and 1941. These include the original
1938 Art Deco/Art Moderne schoolhouse, a 1941 Aircraft Hangar, and two WWII-era out buildings. CVS is
worthy of recognition on the National Register of Historic Places due to the integrity of design and
craftsmanship. CVS is one of the largest schoolhouses in Chicago and the largest non-skyscraper example of
Art Deco design in the city. The schoolhouse retains its architectural integrity with the original stately
facades, light-colored masonry, and geometric symmetry characteristic of 1930s Art Deco design. CVS was
one of only two structures in the Avalon Park community recognized for architectural distinction by the
Chicago Historic Resources Survey.

Exterior Narrative Description
Chicago Vocational School (CVS) is an Art Deco/Art Moderne building reflecting late-1930s architectural
modernism. The main schoolhouse sits on a triangular footprint with 117 limestone facade elevations. The
Main Administration Building of the school is three stories while both the Chappel Avenue Wing and
Anthony Avenue Wing are two stories in height. The front of the school extends approximately 875 feet the
southern border of CVS campus facing 87th Street Boulevard. The Auditorium and Gymnasium site on
opposite corners of the Administrative Building facing 87th Street. The Chappel Avenue Wing extends
approximately 423 feet northward along the western border of the campus, and the Anthony Wing extends
approximately 855 feet northwesterly along Anthony Avenue. A 2-acre courtyard sits in front of the main
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entrance on 87th Street. The courtyard is reminiscent of college courtyard greenspaces diagonal and
crisscrossing sidewalks along shady trees. The Dining Hall and Central Plant (Boiler Room) are connected
behind the Administrative Building to the north. Behind the Dining Hall and Central Plant, near the north
rear of campus, is a triangular asphalt school parking lot enclosed by a 6-foot chain-link fence. At the
northernmost corner of the parking lot is the Vehicle Maintenance Garage and Aviation Hangar, both
standalone structures from the 1940s.
The typical exterior envelope (Façade) of the primary schoolhouse is masonry, a combination of Limestone
and nominally sized brick. The lower sections of exterior walls are limestone wall panels. The limestone wall
panels are trimmed with an Art Deco base molding running along the bottom, and an Art Deco chair rail type
trim running horizontally just below the top edge. The limestone wall panels are topped with limestone
windowsills that are slightly recessed to a reveal. The limestone wall panels resemble wall wainscoting.
Above the limestone panels is tan brick walls and/or columns that extend up to a limestone lintel spanning
the top floor’s windows. In cases where brick columns extend up to the limestone lintel, the columns are
capped with an Art Deco limestone corbel. Supported above the limestone lintels are brick parapets capped
with limestone coping. On most elevations, the brick walls are laid in an English Garden Wall pattern.
Elevations that face inward towards campus rather than the street are typically less ornate and feature fewer
wall panels, corbels, and trims (See Figure 8).
Due to the complexity in the design and layout of CVS, this narrative description is organized in major
sections:
1) 87th Street Administration Building (South Elevation)
2) The Anthony Avenue Wing (East Elevation)
3) Chappel Avenue Wing (West Elevation)
4) The Central Building (inner campus north of 87th Street)
5) the Aircraft Hanger (Northeast Campus)
6) Out Buildings (Northwest Campus).
See Figure 6 for identification of building sections and Figure 7 for numbering of elevations.
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1) 87th Street Administration Building (South Elevation) – Façade AD1
The main entrance is located at the center of the southern-facing façade at 2100 East 87th Street. The
Administration Building along 87th Street is set back from the street by a 2-acre front quad of grass, trees,
and X-patterned walkways.
The Main Entrance is flanked by two limestone abutments lightly detailed with two horizontal rows of Art
Deco trim. Rising from the abutments on both sides of the entrance are fluted limestone pilasters simulating
Doric-style fluted columns. The fluted pilasters give the appearance of supporting a limestone parapet that
runs the roofline of the main entrance. At the center of the parapet, above the entranceway, is a bas relief
sculpture of the City of Chicago Seal. To each side of the seal are the numbers "19" and "38" indicating the
year 1938 for which the groundbreaking for construction of the school took place. Two blocky Art Decostyle corbels sit between “19,” the City of Chicago Seal, and “38.” To each side of the numbers, sitting just
above each pilaster at the corners of the main entrance, are bas relief architectural plaques which depict
vocational trades taught at the school. To the west is a depiction of a printing press and to the east is a Tsquare and angle to represent drafting shop (See Figure 9).
Between the abutments are four limestone steps up to the landing. The lower three stairs curtail 90 degrees
and dead-end into the face of the abutment. The entry is comprised of three each full glass lite metal doors
with a six-section glass transom above the doors with internal grilles further dividing transom glass into
panes that imitate Steel Factory Style Windows. The school’s name “CHICAGO VOCATIONAL SCHOOL”
is engraved into the face of the limestone façade in Broadway Art Deco lettering above these transoms. The
Broadway typeface was less than a decade old when incorporated into the design of CVS and suggested the
school’s modernity. A relief sculpture of the "Lamp of Knowledge" protrudes from the smooth limestone
façade directly above “CHICAGO VOCATIONAL SCHOOL.” Window openings frame the main
entranceway in a 1-3-1 tripartite design. Single columns of windows run vertically on the east and west sides
of the main entranceway with a section of three-vertical columns of windows set at the center above the
smooth limestone which reads “CHICAGO VOCATIONAL SCHOOL.” The window tripartite is separated
by two tan brick columns with smooth limestone jamb accents.
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The sections of the Administration Building to the left (west) and right (east) of the Main Entrance are
identical three-story building sections along the southern elevation. These elevations also reflect a tripartite
design with limestone fluted pilasters separating three large bays of windows. Atop each pilaster sits a
limestone bas relief architectural plaque of a trade emphasized at CVS such as printing, drafting, welding,
engineering, and electric work. Bands of unornamented tan brick run below the roofline between the bas
relief architectural plaques throughout the southern elevation. Each bay in the southern-facing elevation is
divided into an additional tripartite of windowpanes in a 1-3-1 organization. These windows are divided by
tan brick columns that feature smooth face limestone accents (See Figure 10).
87th Street Administrative Building (South Elevation) Secondary Entrances – Façades AD2 & AD3
Two secondary entrances from the Front Yard/Quad are located to the east and west of the Main Entrance at
the southern elevation. The entrances are positioned on blocky sections of the schoolhouse that protrude into
the front courtyard. These entrances have some variations from the main entrance. There are four stairs up to
the landing. Like the main entrance, the stairs and landing are bordered by a tubular pipe handrail painted
black. The entrance is formed by a single-story shallow vestibule that juts out from the face of the building.
The entry is comprised of three each metal doors containing full glass lites with a six-section glass transom
above the doors which are further divided with internal grilles designed to imitate the appearance of the
original Steel Factory-Style casement windows. The entry is inset into a limestone façade; to each side of the
entry, the limestone façade is fluted simulating columns with an engraved square pattern just above.
Centered above the entry reads “CHICAGO VOCATIONAL SCHOOL” in Broadway typeface engraved
into smooth limestone. At the face of the building, three vertical columns of windows run above the
entranceway separated by columns of tan brick. Fluted limestone pilasters run along either side as well as the
outer corners of the building. Each limestone pilaster is topped with a bas relief architectural plaque
depicting a trade emphasized in the school’s curriculum. Spanning between the pilasters is a limestone lintel.
Above the central limestone lintel over both entrances feature bas relief sculptures of the City of Chicago
Seal. Between the outer pilasters are fields of brick in the typical brick pattern. The brickfield areas each
feature a faux window opening just above the limestone wall panels with boxy limestone borders that reflect
the minimalistic graphic design of Art Deco. Above each faux window, just below the lintels, are abstract
limestone ornamentations that suggest the image of an open book (See Figure 11).
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87th Street Administrative Building (South Elevation)– Façades AD4 & AD5
The building elevations labeled AD4 and AD5 of the Administration Wing are located to the east and west of
the two secondary corner entrances on the south elevation. These facades connect to the Auditorium to the
west, and to the Gymnasium to the East. These sections are less ornate in their architectural detailing than the
central southern-facing facade. At the base of these facades are the typical limestone wall panels, bases, and
sills. These elevations also reflect a tripartite design with three large bays of windows separated by smooth
limestone pilasters. These bays of windows extend to the second floor only. Above the windows and
extending to the roofline is a tan brick wall laid in the English Garden Wall pattern. A horizontal limestone
accent band runs the length at the same elevation as the lintel for the Administrative Wing. Atop the brick
wall is a limestone coping. The roofing, which sits back from the edge of the building at this area, as visible
from the ground above the roofline is a metal classic raised rib, bronze in color, installed in a Mansard style
(See Figure 12).
87th Street Administrative Building (South Elevation) Auditorium and Gym – Façades AD8 & AD9
At the southwest and southeast corners of the 87th Street Administration Wing sit the Auditorium and
Gymnasium, respectively. The entrances to these interior spaces provide the most striking facades to the
schoolhouse. Both feature a dramatic curved limestone façade. Massive Doric fluted limestone columns and
Art Deco ornamental grilling give the building a grand and palatial look. These entrances have helped CVS
earn the affectionate moniker of “The Palace” (See Figure 13).
The Auditorium (AD8) sits at the southwest corner of the schoolhouse at the corner of 87th Street and
Chappel Avenue. The southern-facing entrance features a grand exterior staircase at the base of a concaved
facade. There are thirteen curved limestone steps up to the landing. Two massive limestone abutments flank
the staircase on both sides. The lower six stairs curtail approximately 75 degrees from the face of the steps
and dead-end 90 degrees into the face of the abutment. Sitting atop each abutment are two massive limestone
pilasters that have architectural step and bead detailing along the vertical edges. The front face of the
pilasters has a negative impression of a fluted column engraved. Sitting just above the impression is a square
shape with a wide heavy border engraved around it. Set along a concaved radius between the pilasters across
the face of the Auditorium entrance are four each massive Doric-style fluted limestone columns. The
columns sit atop massive octagonal bases and are equally spaced creating three equal spaces for three double
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door entry sets. The columns, along with the pilasters, extend up and support a radiused limestone lintel
which in turn supports the upper tan brick wall and parapet laid with a matching radius. The wall and parapet
supported by the lintel are laid in the typical English Garden Wall pattern with raised headers. In front of
each column is a bas relief architectural plaque depicting a vocation taught at CVS. The three entry double
doors are set within the created gaps just slightly back of the columns. The doors each have full glass lights.
Above each door set are glass transoms that extend up to the exterior soffit. Each glass transom is covered
with three columns of ornate Art Deco grills, with each column being further divided into ten rows with
alternating grill patterns.
The Auditorium’s east elevation is constructed with the typical limestone wall panels and base. Along the top
of the wall panels is a limestone sill, typical of other exterior elevations. There are four equivalent bays along
the east face, each divided by a smooth-faced pilaster extending up to the roofline. Two tan brick columns
within each bay feature Art Deco corbels supporting the limestone lintel above. Sitting atop the lintel is tan
brick wall and parapet laid in the English Garden Wall pattern. The brick parapet is topped with limestone
coping. The brick columns, per each section, are spaced to allow installation of windows in the typical 1-3-1
pattern; three each vertical window units mullioned together centered in the opening between the two
columns and a single vertical window unit to each side of each column. The window units are one story tall
from the lintel down. The Auditorium west elevation is identical to that of the east except for a slight bumpout in the building which begins the attachment of the Chappel Wing. Due to this attachment, the west
Auditorium elevation only contains three full building sections instead of four as described for the east face.
(Sees Figure 14-16).
The Gymnasium (AD9) located on the opposite (southeast) corner of the southern elevation at 87th Street
near Anthony Avenue. The southern façade is virtually identical to that of the Auditorium, featuring the
same dramatic curved limestone façade supported by Doric-style fluted columns, Art Deco grills above the
entranceway, and bas relief sculptures of vocations. The subtle differences are as follows: the stairs are not
radiused but straight along the front edge and are fewer in number (nine total to the landing). Additionally,
the building itself sits closer to the back of the sidewalk.
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The west elevation of the Gymnasium is constructed in typical details with limestone wall panels along the
base of the building. Along the top of the wall panel is a limestone sill. There are four bays and one partial
bay along the west face with each section being divided by a smooth-faced pilaster extending up to the
roofline. Within each section are two each tan brick columns for a total of eight, plus one for the partial
section for a total of nine, each with an Art Deco corbel supporting the limestone lintel above. Sitting atop
the lintel is the tan brick wall and parapet laid in the English Garden Wall pattern. The brick parapet is
topped with limestone coping. The brick columns, per section, are spaced to allow installation of windows in
the typical 1-3-1 pattern; of three each vertical window units mullioned together, centered in the opening
between the two columns, and a single vertical window unit to each side of each column. The window units
are two stories tall covering the Gymnasium but not the locker room which is below. The southern-most
section is slightly different as it contains two separate sets of single-story windows separated by brick wall at
the center and the southern-most singular column of windows runs 3 stories (See Figures 17-19).
The east elevation of the Gymnasium is nearly identical to that of the West. In contrast, there are five full
sections along this face with typical window profiles, and the swimming pool building butts at 90 degrees
into the lower face within the third and fourth sections of the building. The Pool Building affects the bottom
spandrel panel of the windows in these two sections causing them to be eliminated. To the rear or
northernmost corner of this elevation is the East Main Hall Entrance and stairwell, which faces east out to
Triangle Athletic Practice Field. The sidewalk slopes up to make a landing for the entrance, which also
makes this entrance handicap accessible. The entry is comprised of three each full glass lite metal doors with
a six-section glass transom above the doors which are further divided with internal grilles designed to imitate
the appearance of the original Steel Factory-Style casement windows. This entry is inset into a limestone
façade. To each side of the doors, the limestone façade is fluted with an engraved square pattern just above.
Above the entry, engraved into the face of the limestone façade in Broadway Art Deco lettering is the
school's name “CHICAGO VOCATIONAL SCHOOL.” This entry façade juts out from the face of the
building to create a small interior vestibule. The entrance façade follows typical building details with
limestone wall paneling and base at the bottom. Sitting atop the wall panels is two fluted limestone pilasters
simulating Doric-style fluted columns just off the sides of the Entry Façade; the outer vertical corners are
detailed in the typical step and bead detail. Just above each pilaster is a bas relief architectural plaque
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indicating a vocation. In the center between the two pilasters above the Entry Façade, there are two each tan
brick columns, along with brick jambs frame three each vertical faux inset window openings. Each column is
capped with an Art Deco style corbel which supports a limestone lintel above and each column contains a
smooth limestone accent piece three-fourths of the way up. Resting atop the lintel is a built-up limestone
parapet containing the school's crest, the City of Chicago Seal. A coping tops the entire parapet (See Figure
20).
87th Street Administration Building (East Elevation) Pool - Façades AD20 - AD22
A one-story pool building connects to the east facade of the Gymnasium elevation covering the 3rd and 4th
sections of the building at the lower locker room level. The north and south elevations of the building are
identical. The building is typical in its construction for limestone wall panels, base, sills, accents, lintels, and
coping. The corners where the south, east and north faces meet have limestone pilasters that sit atop the wall
panels and extend to the parapet; the two corners formed are detailed with the typical step and bead detail
vertical edging. At the north and south face, there are two typical building sections divided by a smooth face
limestone pilaster. The east face contains one building section and two narrow partial sections to each side;
each divided by a smooth face limestone pilaster. The full section of this east face is sized for four window
units mullioned together with one each single unit to each side of the brick columns and the partial sections
are sized to house one each single unit. There are no window units installed as these openings were infilled
with matching brick during the exterior window upgrade project (See Figure 21).
87th Street Administration Building (North Elevation) - Façades AD12 - AD15
The 2nd and 3rd floors of the 87th Street Administrative Building are exposed above the Central Building
roofline. This north face of the building is mostly obscured by the roofline of the Central Building and the
lines of other schoolhouse features, as such the north face is even less ornate. The floor plan layout between
the 2nd and 3rd floors are identical except for the building connection points of the Anthony and Chappel
Wing locations at the 2nd floor. There are twenty-five vertical bays created by tan brick columns running
through the 2nd and 3rd floors. At each floor within these bays are doubled three-pane single-story windows.
The fields above and below each window are filled with typical tan brick. There are limestone lintels and
sills limited to just above and just below each window. The elevation has two each protruded sections
associated with classrooms at the 2nd and 3rd floors in alignment with the two Central Building north/south
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corridors. Each section has three bays centered upon its face separated by two tan brick columns. Each of the
three bays at each floor for each section is fitted with a pair of three-pane single-story windows.
At the sections of the Administration Building, to the east and west of the Secondary Entrances containing
the Mansard Style Metal Roofing, sunlight is fed into the 3rd Floor via skylights installed into the North face
of the metal roofing (See Figure 22).
2) The Anthony Avenue Wing (East Elevation) – Facades AW1 – AW25
This wing of the schoolhouse was designed to house most of the industrial shop classes. The Wing begins at
the northeast corner of the Gymnasium and runs perpendicular to Anthony Avenue for approximately 250
feet. The wing then makes a sharp 90 degree turn to the northwest, running parallel with Anthony Avenue
for approximately 855 feet. The elevations of the Anthony Wing reflect a consistent use of building materials
typical to the schoolhouse but lacking the ornamentation of the 87th Street Administration Building. The
original limestone wall panel, pilasters, and corbels have been eliminated and replaced with the typical tan
brick while maintaining the continuously running limestone base trim and coping. There is a continuously
running limestone band at windowsill height and a continuously running limestone lintel at window header
height. The corners of the building are framed in by simulated one wythe brick pilasters created by a vertical
brick reveal. The corners of the pilasters typical to this wing are chamfered, created by a decorative racking
(Corbelling Extension) detail, which creates a stepping effect reminiscent of the limestone pilasters on other
elevations. There are a total of twenty bump-outs or building projections of the same size and dimensions
associated with the Anthony Wing, which correspond to the transverse layout to the corridors, of the shop
class space contained inside. The bump-outs create fourteen each grassy coves framed in by three walls
between each bump-out. The bump-out design is a matter of functionality as it provides three exterior walls
per shop containing windows to maximize natural lighting and ventilation (See Figure 23).
The Anthony Avenue Wing features different window openings and patterns distinct from the other
schoolhouse wings. The first (type 1) profile feature vertical columns of windows that span between all
stories; from the windowsill of the first floor to the lintel of the second floor utilizing spandrel panels. These
are consistent with other facades. The second (type 2) profile utilizes a shorter single-story window that is
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specific to each floor and is separated by a field of brick between the header of the 1st floor and the sill of the
second floor. The differing profiles stem from the fact that the Anthony Avenue Wing was designed and
constructed as a single-story building. In 1941, during the school’s occupation by the Department of Navy,
the second floor was added as living quarters for Navy personnel.
Window bays on this elevation are separated with tan brick columns on either a 1-3-1 pattern at the fore wall
or 1-5-1 pattern at the sidewalls. The facades feature limestone windowsills and lintels. One noted exception
is the height of windows and the use of spandrel panels between the first and second floors occurring at
Bump-outs 6 & 7.
Anthony Avenue Wing (Southeast Elevation) – Façades AW1 - AW3
Façades AW1 & AW2 are identical elevations with the typical 1-3-1 tripartite windows featured on other
elevations. Cove AC1 sidewalls are identical as well for both left and right sides with the 1-5-1 window
layout and the rear cove wall formerly had five columns of window units mullioned together for which the
opening has been infilled with matching tan brick. Cove AC2 is narrower than typical where the rear wall
has a set of three columns of windows mullioned together. Façade AW3 is unique in its setup as it deviates
from the tripartite window layout. This elevation has four bays of windows, each separated by a tan brick
column, arranged in a 1-5-5-1 configuration.
Façade AW3 also contains an entrance that sits west of the window bays and services the southeast end of
the Anthony Avenue Wing. This entrance opens out south, towards the Triangle Athletic Field. There is one
step up to the landing and to each side of the landing is a limestone block seat. The entry is comprised of two
each full glass lite metal doors with a two-section glass transom above the doors further divided into nine
panes. The entry is inset into the limestone façade. What makes this entrance unique to the others is that the
Limestone Façade itself has a radiused or convex shape. To each side of the doors are smooth face limestone
pilasters that have a convex shape; at the top of which are the typical engraved square pattern. At the top,
between the pilasters is a radiused limestone parapet with a vertical reed type grooving detail. Above the
entry, engraved into the face of the limestone façade in Broadway Art Deco lettering is the school's name:
“CHICAGO VOCATIONAL SCHOOL.” This entry facade juts out from the face of the building to create a
small interior vestibule (See Figure 24).
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Anthony Avenue Wing (Northeast Elevation) – Façades AW4 – AW14
Bump-outs AW4 & AW6 are similar and typical in their layouts with the standard 1-3-1 tripartite window
layout with the exception that façade AW4 has an 8ft wide x 10ft high overhead garage door at the lower
level in lieu of the 3 columns of windows (See Figure 25).
Two identical entrances service the northeastern elevation of the Anthony Avenue Wing (AW5 and AW10).
These entrances are located between bump-outs AW4 and AW6 and between AW9 and AW11. The style of
these entrances is slightly different from those previously described. The entrance opens out to a grass court
with a large sidewalk patio; there are two steps up from the public sidewalk to the patio area and two steps
up from the patio to the landing. The complete entrance covers a typical building section but presents itself in
layers stacking away from the building face. The entry is comprised of three each full glass lite metal doors
with a six-section glass transom above the doors which are further divided with internal grilles designed to
imitate the appearance of the original Steel Factory-Style casement windows. This entry is inset into a
limestone façade. The entry facade is constructed of limestone but is broader and has a lower profile than
previously described entrances. The outside edges are detailed with the typical step and bead corner detail
that leads into a large radius quarter-round detail simulating a column. The outer edge sits atop the smooth
face limestone pilasters at each side delineating typical building sections. The limestone pilasters extend to
the roofline and are detailed with an inset square pattern at the top, typical of Art Deco graphic design.
Outside this set of pilasters are vertical single-column windows flanked by another set of pilasters. Above the
entry, engraved in the limestone in Art Deco Broadway typeface reads “CHICAGO VOCATIONAL
SCHOOL.” To each side of the entry is one each narrow fixed-window with an Art Deco Grill. There are
four evenly spaced horizontal bands of engraved vertical reed that run across the façade face; the bottommost band aligns at typical windowsill height (See Figure 26).
Facades AW7-14 are all identical with type 2 window profiles. The associated cove sidewalls and rear walls
are all typical window profiles with the exception that cove rear walls for AC6, AC8, AC11, and AC13 have
infilled windows (See Figures 27-28).
Anthony Avenue Wing (Northwest Elevation) – Façade AW15
The northwest elevation is in typical details for limestone base sills, lintels, and Art Deco accents. The
corners of this facade are framed with four limestone pilasters that extend to the roof. The northwest
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elevation contains an entrance that services the north end of the Anthony Wing corridor. The landing is flush
with surrounding pavements. The entry is comprised of three each full glass lite metal doors with a twelvesection glass transom above the doors which are further divided with internal grilles designed to imitate the
appearance of the original Steel Factory-Style casement windows. This entry is inset into a limestone façade.
To each side of the doors, the limestone façade is grooved, and around the entry, there is a raised picture
framing detail. Immediately behind the edges of the limestone façade are two smooth-faced limestone
pilasters that extend to the roof with an engraved square pattern at the top. “CHICAGO VOCATIONAL
SCHOOL” is again engraved into the face of the limestone façade in Broadway Art Deco lettering above the
entrance. Just above the entry façade are three vertical window columns mullioned together. To each side of
the entry in front of the pilasters are two limestone seats. Also included in this elevation are the two side
walls for Bump-out AW14 and AW16. Both would be typical cove side walls with typical window profiles
except for the installation of an 8ft wide x 10ft high overhead door at bump-out AW15 at the north wall
(Figure 29).
Anthony Avenue Wing (Southwest Elevation) – Façade AW16 - AW24
The backside of the Anthony Wing, which faces inward on the CVS campus to the southwest towards the
rear parking lot, also houses shop classrooms that protrude from the central corridor as bump-outs similar to
the northeastern facing elevation. The southeast elevations have typical window patterns for three windows
mullioned together centered between two brick columns with a single-window unit to each side of the brick
columns (1-3-1); for the cove wall elevations, the window pattern is four columns of windows mullioned
together centered between two brick columns and one each single column of windows to the outer sides of
brick columns (1-4-1). There are a couple of exceptions: Bump-out AW18 has an additional single-story
building extension associated with a smelting furnace. This extension is equipped with a smokestack that
extends above the 2nd story roofline. The building extension has four each single-story windows; two at the
extension face and one each to the cove sides. Cove AC16 is not a typical cove as the retrusion is fairly
shallow and is fitted with and 16ft wide x 8ft high overhead garage door (See Figure 30).
This southwestern-facing entrance on the Anthony Avenue Wing (AW20) is identical to entrances servicing
the northeastern elevation of the Anthony Avenue Wing. This entrance opens into a grass court. There is a
large sidewalk centered to the landing that ramps down providing handicap access. To each side of the ramp,
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there are two sets of curved stairs with four steps each. There is a steel pipe handrail to each side of the ramp
and at two points at each set of stairs. The complete entrance covers a typical building section but presents
itself in layers stacking away from the building face. The entry facade is constructed of limestone but is
broader covering a typical building section and is of a lower profile than previous entries. The outside edges
are detailed with a large radius and step simulating a column. The outer edge sits atop the smooth face
limestone pilasters at each side delineating typical building sections. The limestone pilasters extend to the
roofline and are detailed with an inset square pattern at the top, typical of Art Deco graphic design. Outside
this set of pilasters are vertical single-pane windows flanked by another set of pilasters. Above the entry,
engraved in the limestone in Art Deco Broadway typeface reads “CHICAGO VOCATIONAL SCHOOL.”
(See Figure 31).
3) Chappel Avenue Wing (West Elevation) – Facades CW1 – CW8
The Chappel Avenue Wing extends approximately 423 feet along Chappel Avenue on the west side of the
schoolhouse. The south face of Chappel Wing as it connects to the west elevation of the Auditorium contains
a large louvered mechanical grille. Similar to the Anthony Avenue Wing, the west elevation of Chappel
Wing consists of several building bump-outs that correlate to shop spaces inside. There are a total of six
Bump-outs associated with Chappel Wing: four on the west elevation and two on the east/rear elevation. This
wing's materials are consistent with the typical materials and detailing, found at the Anthony Avenue Wing.
The limestone wall panel, pilasters, and corbels have been eliminated and replaced with brick while
maintaining the continuous limestone base trim, windowsill, lintel, and coping. The corners of the building
along this elevation are chamfered and decorated with a racking (Corbelling Extension) and a vertical reveal
edge brick pattern, identical to that of Anthony Avenue Wing. Window bays are similarly arranged in either
a 1-3-1 or 1-5-1 organization with corresponding limestone and brick detailing (See Figure 32).
The Chappel Avenue Wing features three entrances. The Main Hall Entrance of the Administration Building,
located at the south of the wing near the rear of the Auditorium, grants additional access to the Auditorium
and handicap access. There are eight stairs up to the landing. To each side of the stair is a massive limestone
abutment with typical architectural details. The bottom three stairs curtail 90 degrees into the face of the
abutment. The stairs, landing, and handicap ramp are bordered on each side by a tubular pipe handrail
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painted black with a singular rail centered. To the left of the entry is an access ramp that starts at sidewalk
level and ends at landing height; the handicap ramp bends in a U-shape around a planter bed. The entry doors
and windows are consistent with previously describe entrances. This entrance likewise features “CHICAGO
VOCATIONAL SCHOOL” engraved into the face of the limestone façade in Broadway lettering. Above the
entry at the face of the building is a section of three each vertical single-story windows mullioned together.
To the right of the entrance is a section of five vertical windows mullioned together and to the left is a
section of windows in the typical 1-3-1 pattern. A second entrance along the west elevation is located within
the second court area between the second and third bump-outs, CW1 and CW3. A third entrance is located at
the northern edge of the Chappel Avenue Wing. These entrances reflect the same Art Deco styling as the
Main Hall Entrance (See Figures 33-35).
4) Central Building – Facades CB1 – CB6
The Central Building of the schoolhouse sits behind the 87th Street Administration Building towards the
center of the CVS campus. It connects with the 87th Street Administration Bldg., the Dining Hall, and the
Chappel Avenue Wing to form the framework for the inner courtyards. The Central Building is single story
and less ornate in architectural detailing. The original limestone wall panel, pilasters, and corbels have been
eliminated and replaced with brick while maintaining the continuous limestone base trim, coping, sill and
lintel. Window bays on this elevation are separated with tan brick columns on either a 1-3-1 or 1-4-1 pattern.
Above the windows and extending to the roofline are tan brick walls laid in the English Garden Wall pattern.
There are four bump-outs associated with the Central building (See Figure 36).
Central Building (North Elevation) – Façades CB1 – CB5
Facades CB1 and CB3 are identical in their setup, each at its face has the typical 1-3-1 window
configuration. The corners of the facades are chamfered with the typical racking detail. The cove and
sidewalls are configured with the typical window layout of 1-5-1. At the west face of the bump-out CB3 at
the north corner, there is a single man-door with a wheelchair ramp that leads to it.
Façade CB2 contains an entrance at the center. The entry facade is constructed of limestone and presents
itself in layers stacking away from the building face with radius edges. The limestone façade is one story in
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height. The entry is comprised of two each metal doors containing full glass lites with a two-section glass
transom above the doors which are further divided with internal grilles designed to imitate the appearance of
the original Steel Factory-Style casement windows. This is one of two primary entrances that do not have the
school’s name engraved above it. The entrance is flanked to the left and right by brick building sections
containing window bays of five each single-story windows with the typical limestone sill and lintel. Bumpouts CB4 & CB5 are not typical in their set up, as both facades plus the shallow cove retrusion are fitted with
an overhead garage door for a total of three overhead doors, two measuring 8ft wide x 10ft high and one
measuring 16ft wide x 12ft high (See Figures 36-38).
Central Building (East Elevation) – Façade CB6
This elevation is typical in its materials, and the entrance for the elevation is identical to CB2 described
above. To the right (north) of the entrance is a wall section that has a large bay of windows arranged in a 1-55-1, with each grouping separated by a typical tan brick column. To the left (south) of the entrance is a wall
section containing eight bays, each separated by a tan brick column. Each bay is fitted with a double fourpane window (See Figure 39).

Central Building - Courtyards
There are three each inner courtyards created within the layout of the Central Building. There is the East
Courtyard, which is east of the Dining Hall, the West Courtyard with is west of the Dining Hall and then the
Chappel Wing Courtyard created by the Chappel Wing and the West Auxiliary Corridor of the Central
Building. The courtyards are necessitated by the need to supply natural lighting within the Dining Hall and
interior classrooms (See Figure 40).
Central Building – Central Plant
The Central Plant building sits immediately north and just behind the Dining Hall. The Plant Building is
attached to the rear of the Dining Hall at the Kitchen area at its south face. The building is two stories with a
rectangular footprint. The building materials are consistent with other rear-facing elevations of the
schoolhouse, with the typical tan brick while maintaining the continuously running limestone base trim and
coping. There is a continuously running limestone band at windowsill height and limestone lintel at window
header height. The corners of the building are framed in by simulated one wythe brick pilaster created by a
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vertical brick reveal. The corners of the pilasters typical to this wing are chamfered, created by a decorative
racking (Corbelling Extension) type detail, which creates a stepping effect reminiscent of the limestone
pilasters on other elevations.
The Central Plant’s North Elevation CP1 features three bays of windows each separated by tan brick
pilasters. The center bay is divided into an additional tripartite of window openings, each opening divided by
typical tan brick columns and vertical columns of windows in a 1-3-1 organization. The remaining two bays
are each divided into three window openings; divided by typical tan brick columns with vertical columns of
windows installed (See Figure 41).
At the center of the north elevation is a small single-story (vestibule) antechamber buildout containing the
“Boiler Room” entrance into the Central Plant. The entry is a hollow metal double door set with a metal
transom across the top. The entry is inset into a limestone facade at its north face. The façade is comprised of
two smooth face pilasters (jambs) at each side with a classic round over bead detail vertically along the
inside edge. Sitting across the top of the pilasters is a limestone header that extends to the top of wall
containing the entrance name “Boiler Room” engraved in the typical Art Deco Broadway lettering. The
outbuilding is of typical tan brick and detailing as the surrounding building. The brick parapet above the
limestone lintel is laid in the English Garden pattern. At each side of the entry is one each small narrow
window that has been infilled with matching brick. At the east and west face of the outbuilding is a small
window that has been infilled with matching brick (See Figure 42).
The west and east elevations, CP2 and CP3, of the Central Plant are identical in layout, with three bays of
windows separated by brick pilasters. The center bay contains a tripartite of vertical columns of windows in
the 1-4-1 pattern. The two other bays contain a single vertical column of windows with the northernmost
window opening being infilled with brick for each face.
5) Aircraft Hanger (Northeast Campus)
The Aircraft Hangar was constructed in 1941 when the school was occupied by the Navy as the Naval Air
Technical Training Center. The hangar is a single-story building of heavy timber construction with a dual
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“Bow-String Truss” system containing approximately 26,230 square feet of interior floor space. The exterior
of the building is primarily skinned in light tan brick laid in an English garden wall pattern to maintain visual
continuity with the main school building. The building is an elongated octagonal shape and is symmetrical in
its design and layout. The two end sections of the building which are class and administrative space sit lower
than the center core hanger space creating a clearstory with three groups of three square windows.
At the north elevation, the Aircraft Hangar has a wide grade-beam type foundation that sits slightly above
grade. There are seven openings along this face: six window openings and one single man-door opening with
a steel door and tall steel transom in place of a seventh window. The window openings each have a limestone
sill, and each window has been infilled in with brick. The upper brick wall and parapet are capped off with
limestone coping which continues around the building as an accent. The end sections just before making a
45-degree turn, the upper wall steps up and sits approximately 36-inches higher than the center span of this
elevation. Installed at the face of each of these sections is a double steel door set trimmed around with
limestone. Above each double door just below the limestone accent band are two each short window, which
are also infilled with brick. Each face of this elevation that is turned at a 45-degree angle is identical with
two rows of five each short windows. The upper row sits just below the limestone accent and the top of the
lower row aligns with the top of the steel double door sets. Each window retains its limestone sill but is also
infilled with brick. The south elevation of the Aircraft Hangar is identical to the north with the exception that
there are seven each windows instead of one opening being a tall door. The existing window openings are
not infilled with brick but are covered by steel security screens and the southeast double set has been infilled
with brick.
The east elevation is brick up to 9 feet, with the upper portion of the façade skinned with a tan commercialgrade ribbed siding. There are 3 doors at this elevation: 2 single man-doors and 1 overhead garage-type door
towards the southeast corner. The west elevation is identical to the east in materials; however, this elevation
has 3 single man-doors; two towards each end and one centered. Towards the northwest side of this elevation
is a 30ft bi-folding hanger door (See Figures 43-44).
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6) Out Buildings (Northwest Campus)
There are two each additional small structures on the campus: the Vehicle Maintenance Garage located at the
far northwest edge of the property facing 85th Street and the Electrical Transformer Building located
immediately to the North and rear of the Plant Building.

Constructed during the 1940s, the Vehicle Maintenance Building is a single-story building constructed of the
typical tan brick, with no architectural ornamentations, and has a flat roof. There is a limestone coping that
runs the length of the North and West elevations of the building only. Also, along the North and West
Elevations is a short limestone base panel. On the North Elevation are six each equally spaced 8ft wide x
10ft high flush sectional overhead garage doors. At the West Elevation, there are three each matching
overhead doors spaced from the south corner and one each 3ft x 7ft steel man-door. At the South Elevation,
there is one 16ft wide x 8ft high Sectional Overhead Garage door near the east corner and one man-door at
the center of the elevation.
The Electrical Transformer Building houses the high voltage electrical equipment and switchgear for the
schoolhouse. This is a single-story, free-standing structure constructed of the typical tan brick with corner
detailing, limestone base, lintel, and coping typical to rear-facing elevations. The South Elevation features
four doors: two industrial steel type doors; approximately 6ft x12ft and 4ft x 7ft, and two steel man-doors
3ft x 6.8ft and 3ft x7ft feet. There is also the presence of two each 2ft x 2ft industrial louvers. At the West
Elevation, there is no current ingress/egress, but the shadows of a door and two louvers that have been
bricked in. At the North Elevation are three windows that have been infilled with matching brick. At the East
Elevation, there is the presence of a double man-door, 6ft x7ft and two lower-level louvers.

Interior Narrative Description
CVS has approximately 800,000 square feet of interior floor space containing a total of 165 classrooms,
shops, and laboratories with over a mile of corridors. Specifically, CVS is home to 40 classrooms, 12
drawing rooms, 57 one story-heavy industries shops, two art rooms, two study halls, a lecture room, a chorus
room, a band room, library, auditorium, main gymnasium, 6 small gyms, natatorium, and a dining hall.
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87th Street Administration Building – Lobby
The school’s interior features an Art Deco-style lobby which welcomes you just inside the Main Entrance of
the 87th Street Administration Building. Visitors are greeted by a shallow vestibule contained by a set of
three interior wood French doors; with multi-glass panes divided into two columns of four; stained in walnut
tone. Just beyond the doors are four terrazzo steps up to the Lobby. The Lobby floor is a polished terrazzo,
vanilla in color, with bright brass dividers in a grid pattern. At the center of the Lobby is a large Art Deco
inlaid design of a compass with Native American influences that points in the directions North, South, East,
and West. This decorative detail is in the color of cream, rose, and vanilla terrazzo with black accents, and a
similarly styled border of the same colors running around the perimeter. The Lobby walls are a custom,
matted finish large structural glazed tile of a light tan and slightly darker tan color scheme. The corners are
rounded with a large radius to simulate columns with a rounded fluted capital, the sides of these tile columns
have a fluting detailing that corresponds to trimmed bulkhead and cornice details at the ceiling. At the
bottom of the lobby walls is a black glazed tile base.
At the center of the plaster ceiling is an Art Deco style circular plaster-mold trim detail; the detail is centered
above the center floor design. At the edges of the Lobby, running squarely across from corner to corner,
sitting above the fluted column details are plaster bulkheads with a tiered Art Deco cornice with fluted
detailing. The bulkheads create a coffered ceiling effect that extends toward the Dining Hall and a short
distance east and west into the main corridors. At the center of the ceiling, centered in the circular trim is a
circular frosted glass Art Deco chandelier. At the four corners of the Lobby, there are four each wallmounted Art Deco fixtures that match the chandelier. To the left and right of the Lobby as you proceed to the
Dining Hall are two glass display nooks framed with an elaborate brass ornamental trimming. The nooks are
for display of school-related paraphernalia and postings (See Figures 45-46).
Central Building – Dining Hall
Due north of the Lobby is the dining hall, which is nestled in the center of the school within the Central
Building. The Dining Hall is a massive space with a serving and seating capacity for 2000 students per lunch
period. The Dining Hall is sunken and mainly accessed off the Lobby by a set of stairs containing nine steps.
Additional ingress-egress is granted to the Dining Hall via the rear corridors of the Central Building that tie
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into the dining hall at the rear east and west corners of the space just in front of the serving lines. The
finishes found at the Dining Hall are equal to that of the corridors: tile flooring, structural glazed block lower
walls with plaster upper, and acoustical ceiling tiles with surface-mount type light fixtures. The space is
divided into neatly spaced bays by four rows of seven each 32-inch x 32-inch columns. The columns are
finished typical to the space. Along the east and west walls of the Dining Hall are windows that face out to
the courtyards allowing for natural lighting into Dining Hall. There are two internal courtyards to the left and
right, east, and west respectively of the Dining Hall, accessible off the rear corridors (See Figure 47).
Interior Corridors
The Administration Building, Anthony Wing, and Chappel Wing have corridors that run the full length of
each floor (The “Main Corridor,” “Anthony Wing Corridor,” and “Chappel Wing Corridor,” respectively).
The Central Building, which is single story, has a corridor layout in the general shape of the letter “F”; there
is one corridor at the north side of the Central building that runs east/west and then two each north/south
corridors; one east of the Dining Hall and one to the west; “North Auxiliary Corridor,” “East Auxiliary
Corridor,” and “West Auxiliary Corridor,” respectively. The North Auxiliary Corridor tees into the Chappel
Wing Corridor and passes through the Dining Hall intersecting at the northwest and northeast corners. The
East Auxiliary Corridor which is in alignment with the East Secondary Entrance from the Front Courtyard
elbows into the North Auxiliary Corridor. The West Auxiliary Corridor aligns with the West Secondary
Entrance from the Front Courtyard and tees into North Auxiliary Corridor.
The corridors beyond the lobby are basic in their materials. The flooring material is composite tile with a
greyish-beige tone. The lower portions of the walls are constructed of 8-inch x 16-inch structural glazed tile
in the color cream/spice with a brown tile wall base. The upper wall is painted plaster and the ceiling is
suspended acoustical ceiling tile in a 2ft x 4ft grid pattern with 2ft x 4ft lay-in type lighting fixtures. The
corridors are 16ft-0in. wide and there are 12-inch-wide flush mount-single tier metal student lockers that
typically line both sides of the corridors with large dual-faced wall-mounted clocks near every corridor
intersection (See Figure 48 - 49).
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Classrooms
Academic classrooms are located on both sides of the corridor on all floors primarily within the
Administration Building and Central Building. The typical classroom is 20 feet wide by 35 feet long. Each
classroom has five windows along one wall, standard 1-3-1 pattern. The walls are painted plaster, the
ceilings are acoustical with 2ft x 4ft lay-in type light fixtures. Classrooms found at the first floor have
composite tile flooring, while classrooms at the second and third floor levels have hardwood flooring. The
entire third floor of the Administrative Building historically has been dedicated to the Music Department.
And features a Band Room, Orchestra Room, Chorus Room, Vocals Rooms, Music Department Offices, and
all music-related curriculum classrooms can be found on the 3rd Floor (See Figure 50)
Stairways
There are twenty-five stairways associated with student life inside CVS. Five sets service the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd
floors; the two stairwells at the north wall of the main corridor immediately to the left and right of the Lobby,
two each staircase at the East and West Secondary Entrances, and the staircase at the far east end of the East
Main corridor near the Gymnasium. The remainder service 1st and 2nd floors only; four each staircase along
Anthony Wing, two each staircase along Chappel Avenue Wing, all located and accessible near entrances.
There are two sets of staircases within the Auditorium vestibule associated with access to the balcony areas.
Four sets of staircases at the Gymnasium, two associated with access to the south balcony and two leading
from the locker room level up to the gym. There are seven sets of stairs associated with floor level changes at
the first floor; Main Entrance to Lobby, East and West Secondary Entrances to the Main corridor, Lobby to
Dining Hall, East Auxiliary Corridor to North Auxiliary Corridor, West Auxiliary Corridor to North
Auxiliary Corridor and Locker Room level up to Gymnasium Entrance. All stair treads are terrazzo. All
staircases have painted metal stair pans, painted iron stair rail with decorative balusters at open sides and
painted round handrail at the wall side. Stairwells simply have painted round handrail at both wall sides.
First-floor level changes have painted round handrails at the walls and a center rail with dual painted round
handrails, the newel post is a 5ft round iron post with a ball cap at the top (See Figure 51).
Auditorium
The Auditorium is fashioned in a typical Art Deco 1930s but subdued and functional. At the floor level of
the Auditorium, there are six sections of seating; two rows of three created by two center isles and one cross
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isle. Each section is 12 seats wide by 12 seats deep for a total of 864 seats. The seats are wood-backed with a
flip-down fabric-covered cushioned seat, with cast metal legs bolted to the floor facing the stage to the north
end of the building. Above the floor seating to the south of the Auditorium is the balcony that seats an
additional 330 people. There are three tiers to the balcony; the first tier with three sections of seating and the
remaining two tiers -- each with two sections of seating which allows for the center balcony entrance. The
total Auditorium seating capacity is approximately 1,194 people.
Entrance to the Auditorium is granted from the west end of the main corridor of the 87th Street
Administration Building, through double wooden doors at the northeast corner of the auditorium. The main
entrance to the Auditorium and vestibule is located behind the seating section at the South elevation and is
accessed via 87th Street. The balcony is accessed via two sets of stairs to each side of the Vestibule. The
stairs feed a 2nd-floor lobby which feeds the balcony through three entries: a center entryway and two each
side doors. There are two additional entries to the balcony area via the 2nd-floor Main Corridor to the south
by the balcony promenades running along each side.
The walls are painted plaster. The balcony guard rail is comprised of a short pony wall with a wood cap and
a wavy Art Deco trim running along the face with a painted, simple round pipe railing extended above and
running along with the wall. At the center of the balcony rail facing the stage is a wooden clock with
ornamental trimming. At the very top of the walls, where they meet the ceiling is an ornate built-up Art Deco
style plaster cast cornice with a light cove. Just below the cornice to the east and west side of the room are
three each section of windows in the typical 1-3-1 pattern. The windows are covered in heavy fabric drapery.
The ceiling is a tiered barrel-vaulted ceiling. There are four tiers to the ceiling all running longitudinally to
the room and each exposed edge of a tier is lined with an ornate plaster trim that matches a portion of the
cornice. The upper two tiers form light coves for atmosphere lighting. The ceiling itself is covered with a 12inch x 12-inch fibrous sound attenuation tile. There are 8 each glass, octagonally shaped Art Deco pendant
type chandeliers extended for the ceiling on rods (See Figures 52-53).
A wood panel mural commissioned by an unknown artist as part of the Works Progress Administration
Federal Arts Project is located above the auditorium balcony. Completed in 1939, the artwork is composed
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of 14 carved and inlaid wood panels of roughly seven feet in height (widths vary). Four of the panels depict
architectural landmarks in downtown Chicago: the Chicago Board of Trade building, the Chicago
Merchandise Mart building, the Tribune Tower, and the Art Institute of Chicago. The other panels depict
scenes of industry and commerce relevant to the vocational programs emphasized in the CVS curriculum.
These include a scene of modern steel production using a Bessemer converter; a scene of electric power
generators, towers, and power lines used to motorize Chicago streetcars; and an airplane production line.
Gymnasium
The Gymnasium, located off the 87th Street Wing, is affectionately known as “The Big Gym” due to the fact
that there were six other smaller gyms in the CVS structure. The Gymnasium is laid out in typical fashion for
twentieth-century school gymnasiums, with retractable bleachers along each sideline with balcony seating at
each upper end of the court. The gym has a large wood folding partition where the gym can be divided in
half for two full basketball courts. The ceiling is painted plaster with pendant mounted high-pressure sodium
light fixtures with protective wire cage. The total seating capacity for the gymnasium is 2500 people (See
Figure 54).
Shop Classes - Anthony Avenue and Chappel Avenue Wings
Trade shops are located in the Anthony and Chappel Wings of the schoolhouse. This was a design
consideration for isolation of noise to avoid disturbance of academic classes located within the central 87th
Street Administration Building. Heavy industrial shop rooms are located at the 1st floor level and typically
along the Anthony Wing, with some lighter industrial shops along the Chappel Wing and the North Auxiliary
Corridor of the Central Building. More technical-based trade shops are located on the 2nd floor immediately
above 1st-floor shops. The floors at shop spaces typically are exposed concrete; shop spaces located on the
2nd floor will typically have composite tile. The walls are exposed brick; in most cases painted, and the
ceilings are painted exposed structural concrete deck. The shops receive plenty of ambient daylight as three
of four walls are exterior walls containing windows; the short wall has a window pattern of 1-3-1 and the two
longer side walls have a window pattern of 1-5-1. All shops have a large display window that faces the hall
for the display of shop-related projects, fabrications, paraphernalia, and postings. The typical shop size is
40ft wide by 70ft long.
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Unique to Anthony Wing at the first-floor level are two Lobbies. These lobbies are not as ornate or formal as
the Main Lobby. The floor material, ceiling materials, and lighting are all typical to the corridors, however,
the perimeter wall material is nicely upgraded to match that of the Main Lobby with the custom, matted
finish large structural glazed tile of a light tan and slightly darker tan color scheme. The corners are rounded
with a large radius to simulate columns with the sides of these tile columns having a fluted detail. At the
bottom of the walls is a black glazed tile base. What adds a little decorative distinction to these areas is the
addition of custom “V” Groove structural glazed tile in a deep rose color, covering the four columns of the
area. Additional accent is added to the space by using the same “V” Grooved tile in the same color as
pilasters around the perimeter walls in alignment with the columns throughout the space as well as framing
the inside corners of the space and framing entries into the space. The lobbies are 1) created at the Anthony
Wing 90 deg. elbow in conjunction with Anthony Wing Entrance for Elevation AW5 and 2) the space
between the back-to-back, Anthony Wing Entrances for Elevations AW10 and AW20 (See Figure 56).

Integrity
CVS retains its architectural and therefore historical integrity. The building's Art Deco/Art Moderne exterior
is nearly identical to its original appearance. The limestone façades, bas relief sculptures, and exterior
ornamentation are in excellent condition and maintain the integrity of design, material, and workmanship.
Furthermore, the words “CHICAGO VOCATIONAL SCHOOL” above almost all the school’s outwardfacing elevations provide strong integrity of association by clearly linking the present structure to its historic
function. In 1994 the exterior of the schoolhouse underwent a robust restoration project to restore and clean
the exterior limestone and masonry, thereby highlighting the distinct Art Deco ornamentation and
heightening the architecture integrity.
The 82-year-old schoolhouse has seen some renovation, maintenance, and repair work since the 1970s. In
1976 the original window locations on the schoolhouse were altered along the Pool Building elevation,
Aircraft Hanger, and Electrical Transformer Building. Windows were also altered on sections of the Anthony
Avenue and Chappel Avenue Wings. This renovation did not adversely impact the property’s integrity, as
removed windows were infilled with matching tan brick to keep the historical window bay intact. In 1980,
the exterior windows and doors were updated to newer more energy-efficient thermal break type windows.
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These also do not disrupt the integrity of facades because the new windows were stylized to replicate the
style and appearance of the original Steel Factory-Style casement windows. Structural changes to the
building’s exterior are minimal and include added wheelchair ramps and the removal of outdated
smokestacks (Circa 2012). In 1973 two stand-alone sections of the Vehicle Maintenance Garage, six bays
each for a total of twelve bays were removed leaving the remaining section fully intact. These alterations do
not distract from the architectural distinction of CVS or the integrity of craftsmanship exemplified by its
remaining Art Deco exterior elements.
Many of the classrooms and shop rooms in the building were modernized in 2014 during Chicago Vocational
School’s transition to Chicago Vocational Career Academy. This includes dropped ceilings in classrooms
and new flooring. Yet the interior of the building still retains the integrity of design, material, and
workmanship. Original trade school elements are still visible in former shop rooms (See Figure 55). The
interior integrity is particularly notable in the lobby and auditorium, which feature original design elements
and wood-panel murals. Original materials used in the 1930s construction are still evident in the hallways, in
the gym, and the staircases of CVS such as the wrought-iron bannisters and tan brickwork.
The wood panel murals in the school’s auditorium offer a rare visual link between the current property and
its historical significance as a New Deal-era public school. The mural shows signs of age and neglect, as
some panels are warped and covered in layers of grim. That the fourteen-panel mural remains fully intact,
however, proves the integrity of craftsmanship and design. The design of the mural also links the present
building with its historical purpose as a vocational school for young men through the depiction of trades,
commerce, and industry in Chicago. Furthermore, the uniqueness of this WPA artwork – a wood-panel mural
rather than the fresco and oil paintings found in other Chicago public schools – makes a strong case for
preservation.
Lastly, CVS retains much of its integrity of location and setting despite the post-WWII highway construction
due east of the schoolhouse. The school campus is situated along Chicago’s historic Boulevard System. The
Boulevard green belt still runs along the south and west elevations of CVS as it did during the school’s
period of significance, retaining the integrity of setting. The CVS campus still features well-maintained
green spaces in the front lawn with crisscrossing sidewalks first paved in the late 1930s during the school’s
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construction adding to its strong integrity of setting and location. CVS is nestled to the south and west
among one- and two-story brick single-family dwellings constructed during the 1920s and early 1930s in the
Avalon Part community area. That the CVS building continues to serve a southside community as a Chicago
Public School demonstrates strong integrity of association and feeling.
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8. Statement of Significance
Applicable National Register Criteria

(Mark "x" in one or more boxes for the criteria qualifying the property
for National Register listing.)

X

County and State

Areas of Significance
(Enter categories from instructions.)

Education

A

Property is associated with events that have made a
significant contribution to the broad patterns of our
history.

B

Property is associated with the lives of persons
significant in our past.

C

Property embodies the distinctive characteristics
of a type, period, or method of construction or
represents the work of a master, or possesses high
artistic values, or represents a significant
and distinguishable entity whose components lack
individual distinction.

Period of Significance

Property has yielded, or is likely to yield, information
important in prehistory or history.

Significant Dates

D

Criteria Considerations

(Mark "x" in all the boxes that apply.)

Property is:
A

Owned by a religious institution or used for religious
purposes.

B

removed from its original location.

C

a birthplace or grave.

D

a cemetery.

E

a reconstructed building, object, or structure.

F

a commemorative property.

G

less than 50 years old or achieving significance
within the past 50 years.

Military

Education 1938 - 1970
Military 1941 - 1945

Significant Person
(Complete only if Criterion B is marked above.)

Cultural Affiliation (if applicable)

Architect/Builder

John C. Christensen
W.R. Goss Co.
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____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Statement of Significance Summary Paragraph (Provide a summary paragraph that includes level of significance, applicable criteria,
justification for the period of significance, and any applicable criteria considerations).

Chicago Vocational School (CVS) is a New Deal-era vocational high school constructed by the Works Progress
Administration (WPA) between 1938 and 1939. The building is significant locally under Criterion A for
Education as one of the largest public high schools in Illinois that played an important role in public vocational
education and military defense training. The building also holds regional historical significance under Criterion
A for its use during World War II as a temporary training school for Navy aviation specialists between 1941
and 1945. CVS was the only high school in the state of Illinois occupied by a branch of the U.S. Military during
the war and is therefore significant to the historical area of Military. CVS has a period of significance from
1938 when the school was constructed until the 1970s when the curriculum deemphasized its traditional trade
programs.

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Narrative Statement of Significance (Provide at least one paragraph for each area of significance.)

Historical Context: The “Vocational Education Movement” in Chicago, 1900-1929
Chicago Vocational School (CVS) was constructed as the result of a massive curricular shift in American
secondary education that took place between 1900 and 1929. A high school education was an elite and rarified
experience pursued by less than 10 percent of Chicago students at the turn of the twentieth century. Students in
Chicago's public high schools studied Greek and Latin and took coursework in accounting, physics, and
geology to prepare for college or professional careers. This type of curriculum changed dramatically after 1900
when public high schools were increasingly crowded due to the influx of children of immigrants from Southern
and Eastern Europe, many of whom spoke little to no English. Turn-of-the-century school officials argued that
the traditional high school curriculum was not “practical” for these students who would assumedly support the
city's manufacturing sector rather than excel to college or professional careers. Indeed, many students from
immigrant and working-class families left the school system by the eighth grade to work in downtown factories,
shops, packinghouses, and offices in the early twentieth century.
School officials in northeastern and midwestern cities like Chicago introduced a range of trade-oriented classes
into the high school curriculum to keep these students engaged in their coursework and prepare them for
productive employment. By the 1910s, many male high school students in Chicago devoted hours of each
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school day on new courses like carpentry, foundry, machine shop, and drafting in newly built classrooms
outfitted to resemble factories. Their female counterparts enrolled in courses intended to prepare mostly
immigrant daughters for work both in and outside the home including dressmaking, designing, and cooking.
These skill-based school programs – known collectively as “vocational education” – characterized one of the
most successful school reform movements of the twentieth century. 1
These early vocational programs were promoted by business leaders and politicians who shared concerns for the
nation's position in the global order. The National Society for the Promotion of Industrial Education, formed in
1906, warned that the United States would fall behind other industrial competitors if more educational resources
were not devoted to training the next generation of highly skilled workmen. A 1908 study by the Society
reported that 55 percent of fourteen-to-sixteen-year-old boys in Berlin studied trades in school to become “real
craftsmen.” But in Chicago, less than one percent of male students received dedicated trade training according
to their findings. “In the long run,” a Society representative announced, “American industry will pay the penalty
of this unpreparedness.” Even President Theodore Roosevelt agreed that vocational programs for male students
were “vital to our future progress” to compete “for the markets of the world.” 2
Chicago's superintendent of schools from 1900 to 1909, Edwin G. Cooley, rose to national fame among school
reformers for his dedication to integrating a German-model of vocational education into Chicago's public high
schools. A former blacksmith turned progressive pedagogue, Cooley argued that a traditional college-prep high
school education was impractical for most urban children who came from working-class and immigrant
backgrounds. “It has taken us a long time to wake up to the fact that we should also help the mechanic, the

1 On the vocational education movement, see Warner Grubb and Marvin Lazerson, American Education and Vocationalism: A
Documentary History, 1870-1970 (New York: Teachers College Press, 1974); David Tyack, The One Best System: A History of
American Urban Education (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1974); Harvey Kantor and David B. Tyack, eds, Work, Youth,
and Schooling: Historical Perspectives on Vocationalism in American Education (Palo Alto: Stanford University Press, 1982); David
Hogan, Class and Reform: School and Society in Chicago, 1880-1930 (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1985); Harvey
Kantor, Learning to Earn: School, Work, and Vocational Reform in California, 1880-1930 (Madison: University of Wisconsin Press,
1988); Herbert M. Kliebard, Schooled to Work: Vocationalism and the American Curriculum, 1876-1946 (New York: Teachers College
Press, 1999); Glenn P. Lauzon, ed., Educating a Working Society: Vocationalism in Twentieth-Century American Schools (Charlotte,
NC: Information Age Publishing, 2019).
2 “Must Train for Industrial Race; United States Will Lose to Germany if Its Boys Are Not Better Taught,” CDT, Jan 22, 1908, 16; also
see “Getting Data for Trade Schools,” CDT, Dec 10, 1907, 8; Theodore Roosevelt, “Industrial Education,” The Journal of Education 67,
no. 8 (1908): 201. Organizations represented on the NSPIE included the American Federation of Labor, the National Association of
Manufacturers, the Progressive (Bull Moose) Party, and the U.S. Chamber of Commerce. See Robert Ripley Clough, “The National
Society for the Promotion of Industrial Education: Case Study of a Reform Organization, 1906-1917,” (Dissertation, University of
Wisconsin, 1957); Debora Culpepper, “The Development of Tracking and its Historical Impact on Minority Students,” (Dissertation,
Walden University, 2011), 83.
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clerk, and the farmer,” he explained in 1908. “They make up the body of our citizenship and they have been
discriminated against.” 3
Under Cooley's leadership the Chicago Board of Education rebuilt the city's oldest high school in 1905, Lake
High School, and outfitted the building with shop room equipment. Lake High School was co-ed but only male
students were offered elective coursework in woodworking, machine shop, and construction drawing. By 1909
Lake High School became the only co-ed school in Chicago with a majority male enrollment, which the Board
of Education attributed to the successful new vocational focus. Lake High School became a single-sex high
school for boys in 1915 and was renamed the Edward Tilden Technical High School, which it remained for the
better part of the twentieth century. Due to the success of Lake High (later Tilden Tech), the Board of Education
installed equipment for woodworking, forge, foundry, machine shop, construction drawing, and electric shop in
eight of the city's most populated high schools by 1909. 4
Cooley also helped established two other public high schools dedicated to preparing boys between the ages of
fourteen and eighteen for skilled industrial work: the Richard Crane Technical High School (est. 1903) and
Albert Lane Technical High School (est. 1908). Cooley preferred the term “technical school” as used in
Germany to the term “trade school,” which he found derogatory, hence most early vocational schools in
Chicago bear this title. Both schools were outfitted with expensive shop-room machinery dedicated to a
diversity of trades including foundry, forge pattern, woodturning, electric construction, carpentry, machine
shop, mechanical drawing, construction, and electrical work. Lane Tech, originally built to accommodate 2,500
students, included adjoining lecture rooms to each shop room where pupils received instruction in technique and
method. Crane Tech and Lane Tech also offered many standard academic courses offered at other high schools
like English and history but did not include work for professional careers like typing or accounting offered in
other Chicago high schools. Cooley argued that Chicago's high schools should focus on skilled trades rather
than white-collar work. “The school of the future,” he wrote in 1909, “will in all grades be largely industrial.” 5
3 “Choice of Work,” Fifty-Second Annual Report of the Board of Education (Chicago: The Board of Education, 1907), 154, Chicago
Board of Education Archives, Chicago, IL; “Asks Fair Play in Schools: Cooley Shows Necessity of Revising Present System,” CDT,
December 2, 1908, 8.
4 Founded in 1881, Lake High was rebuilt and modernized to meet vocational needs in 1905 at 47th Street and Union Avenue in
present-day Fuller Park. In 1915 the school was renamed Edward Tilden Technical High School after the former president of the
Chicago Board of Trade. It became an all-boys technical school in 1917, which it remained until the 1960s. Today the school is Tilden
Career Academy. See “Boys Equal Girls in High Schools,” CDT, Sept 9, 1909, 4; “High Schools,” Fifty-Fifth Annual Report of the Board
of Education, (Chicago: The Board of Education, 1909), 113, Chicago Board of Education Archives, Chicago, IL.
5 Cooley, “Manual Training and Household Arts,” Annual Report of the Chicago Board of Education (Chicago: Board of Education,
1909), 145, Chicago Board of Education Archives, Chicago, IL. Crane Tech was originally privately-run by the Commercial Club of
Chicago from 1882-1903 and known as the English High and Manual Training School. The Board of Education took over ownership in
1903, relocated to a new facility at Oakley and Van Buren, and was renamed after Richard T. Crane. Named after the former
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The number of technical high schools in Chicago increased after Cooley retired in 1909 under his successor, Dr.
Ella Flagg Young. Young was the nation's first female superintendent of a major school system and became
arguably the most politically powerful woman in America at the helm of its second largest school system.
Assuming her position at the age of sixty-four, Young had devoted a long career to improving public education
in Chicago and received a doctorate degree from the University of Chicago while working with the famed
intellectual John Dewey. One of Young's goals during her tenure as superintendent was to ensure the Board of
Education invested equally in the vocational training of girls as they had invested in the education of boys under
Cooley's leadership. When Young replaced Cooley in 1909, she explained at a press conference that she heard
“nothing but boy, boy, boy” in her meetings with board members. “I think it is about time I heard something
about girl, girl, girl,” she announced. 6
Chicago's first and only public vocational high school for girls, the Lucy Flower Technical School for Girls,
opened in 1911 in an empty and dilapidated schoolhouse at 26th and Wabash Avenue on the south side of the
city. The school was later moved to a new facility at Central Park Avenue and Fulton Boulevard in 1926, which
is recognized on the National Register of Historic Places. 7 Like many female school reformers of her class,
Young believed a vocational school for girls should combine education for women's work in and outside the
home. Female students at Flower Tech enrolled in trade programs like dressmaking, millinery, and interior
design. They learned to operate foot-power sewing machines and button-hole machines in classrooms outfitted
like factories. They also engaged in required “household arts” classes including cooking, sewing, laundry work,
and childcare.
In 1914, the Chicago Board of Education established the first coed vocational high school on the westside of
Chicago under Young's leadership: The Carter Harrison Technical High School. The monumental Beaux Arts
superintendent of schools, Albert Lane Technical High School opened at Sedgwick and Division Ave on the north side of Chicago. Lane
Tech was reportedly the most expensive public high school constructed in America at more than $800,000. The project was so
extravagant that the Board's chief architect Dwight Perkins protested construction as a negligent us of school building funds. In 1933
the school relocated further north to the corner of Addison and Western Aves, where it currently stands as Albert Lane College Prep
High School. See “$800,000 School Work of Others? Architect Perkins Says He Protested at Cost of Lane Technical,” Chicago Daily
Tribune, Feb 8, 1910, 3.
6 “Urges Schooling for Girl Workers: Mrs. Young Says Boys have Advantage in Technical High and Other Courses,” CDT, Sept 28,
1909, 22. On the educational career of Ella Flagg Young, see John T. McManis, Ella Flagg Young and a Half-Century of the Chicago
Public Schools (Chicago: A.C. McClurg & Co., 1916); Connie Goddard, “Ella Flagg Young's Intellectual Legacy: Theory and Practice in
Chicago's Schools, 1862-1917,” (Dissertation, University of Illinois Chicago, 2005); Jackie M. Blout, “Ella Flagg Young and the Gender
Politics of Democracy and Education,” The Journal of the Gilded Age and Progressive Era 16 (Oct 2017): 409-423; Blout, “Individuality,
Freedom, and Community: Ella Flagg Young's Quest for Teacher Empowerment,” History of Education Quarterly (May 2018): 175-198.
7 In 1926 the Lucy Flower Technical High School for Girls was relocated to a new facility at 3545 W Fulton Blvd in the Garfield Park
neighborhood. The school went coed in 1978, which it remained until its official closing in 2004. Today the building is home to Al Raby
High School for Community and Environment. Flower Tech was placed on the National Register in 2016. See Ruby Oram, “The Lucy
Flower Technical High School for Girls, Chicago, IL,” (Property SG100000960), National Register of Historic Places Nomination Form,
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schoolhouse had more than 90 specially designed workrooms for a range of trade programs including carpentry,
bookbinding, foundry, jewelry making, electric work, sign painting, dressmaking, and millinery. While the
school was coeducational, male and female students engaged in almost all vocational subjects separately. 8
America's entrance into World War I solidified the role of vocational education in the secondary school
curriculum after 1917 throughout American cities. Pressured to maintain industrial supremacy with global
competitors like Germany, Congress passed the Federal Vocational Education Act of 1917 – popularly known
as the Smith-Hughes Act – which distributed federal funds to the states to support the creation of new
vocational programs in local public high schools. The Chicago Board of Education expanded vocational
education in trades and industry for both male and female students with the support of Smith-Hughes funds.
These new vocational schools included the coeducational Robert Lindblom Technical High School, another
Beaux Arts schoolhouse constructed in 1919 modeled after Harrison Tech. Also supported by Smith-Hughes
funds was the Washburne Trade School, opened in 1919 under the directorship of former-superintendent
Cooley, which housed apprenticeship programs for male students in the building trades. 9
Vocational education continued to expand in the decade after World War I with the support of federal funding.
These programs increasingly catered to African American students in the 1920s as the Great Migration brought
black families from southern states into northern industrial centers like Chicago in the tens of thousands.
Echoing the views of their turn-of-the-century predecessors towards recent immigrants, school officials in the
1920s often argued that vocational education was more practical for African American students they considered
unlikely to excel to college or professional careers. Stark race and class-based inequalities in vocational
education emerged in the post-World War I decade as a result. White and first-generation immigrant students
more often had access to vocational programs in skilled trades at Lane Tech and the Washburne Trade School,
which could open doors to apprenticeships with Chicago's powerful trade unions. Their female counterparts
increasingly took advantage of new opportunities for white-collar vocational training in the 1920s such as
stenography and bookkeeping classes, which were offered in most of Chicago's neighborhood high schools.
School officials and guidance counselors generally dissuaded African American students from enrolling in these
June 1, 2016.
8 See “Report of the Superintendent,” Annual Report of the Board of Education (Chicago: Chicago Board of Education Archives, 1914),
20, Chicago Board of Education Archives, Chicago, IL; McManis, “Vocational Education in Chicago High Schools,” 156. Carter Harrison
Technical High School is now home to Maria Saucedo Scholastic Academy and is located at 2850 W 24th Boulevard in the Little Village
neighborhood on Chicago's west side.
9 Lindblom Technical High School, located at 6130 S Wolcott Avenue in West Englewood, was added to the National Register and
designated a Chicago Landmark in 2010. The building now serves as Lindblom Math and Science Academy. Washburne Trade School,
formerly located at 3901 State Street, was demolished in the 2000s.
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programs or restricted access to more sought-after vocational programs along firm school and neighborhood
boundary lines. 10
Chicago Vocational School and the Works Progress Administration, 1938-1939
Over 85 percent of male students in Chicago were engaged in vocational coursework as part of their high school
education when the stock market crashed in 1929. Many vocational high schools constructed before World War
I were severely overcrowded and in need of modern accommodations. Most notably, the Chicago Board of
Education approved plans to rebuild Lane Tech on a larger plot of land at Addison and Western Avenues on the
north side of the city. Designed by school architect Paul Gerhardt, construction on the new Lane Tech began in
1930 but was quickly halted by the onset of the Great Depression. The completion of Lane Tech – along with
several over public high school building projects – resumed in 1934 when the Chicago Board of Education
received a federal grant from the Public Works Administration. Created through the National Industrial
Recovery Act of 1933, the federal program was intended to put Americans back to work through the
construction of dams, bridges, hospitals, and schools. Subsequent grants from the program – later renamed the
Works Progress Administration (WPA) – supported the construction of 56 additional schoolhouses and
additions to existing schools in Chicago. 11
These building projects were necessary as the economic depression pushed the largest class of youth into
Chicago's public high schools. High school enrollment rates in Chicago had steadily increased in the proceeding
decades as public schools tightened compulsory attendance laws and state officials placed restrictions on child
labor. Yet universal high school attendance was not yet the norm on the eve of the Great Depression, and many
working-class families relied on their children's wages to support the household income. Children in these
families were encouraged to stay in school and open limited job opportunities to unemployed adults after 1930,
and many enrolled in vocational programs to gain additional skills before returning to the workforce. Less than
20 percent of Chicago students pursued a high school education in 1910. By 1937, nearly 80 percent of Chicago
students continued their education in a public high school. The Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938, which
10 For more on the history of race-based inequalities in vocational education, see David Tyack, The One Best System: A History of
American Urban Education (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1974); Michael W. Homel, Down from Equality: Black
Chicagoans and the Public Schools, 1920-1941 (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1984); Jeannie Oakes, Keeping Track: How
Schools Structure Inequality (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1985); Kathryn M. Neckerman, Schools Betrayed: Roots of Failure in
Inner-City Education (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 2007).
11 The construction of other schools temporary stalled in the early 1930s and include Steinmetz High School (3030 N Mobile Ave);
DuSable High School (4934 S Wabash Ave); and Wells High School (936 N Ashland Ave). See Bauer Latoza Studio, “Chicago Public
School Buildings, Pre-1940 Context Statement,” (City of Chicago, Department of Planning and development), 47-48.
https://www.chicago.gov/content/dam/city/depts/zlup/Historic_Preservation/Publications/CPS_Bldgs_Pre_1940_Context_Statement.pdf
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effectively outlawed the employment of minors under sixteen years old, solidified this trend in mass high school
enrollment. 12
The Chicago Board of Education began plans for an additional vocational high school for boys in 1936 to
accommodate its growing student body on the south side of Chicago. School officials intended the new Chicago
Vocational School (CVS) to serve as the south-side equivalent to the north-side Lane Tech. Construction began
two years later in 1938 on a triangular plot of land in the Avalon Park neighborhood. The Art Deco and Art
Moderne-hybrid design by John C. Christensen cost upwards of three million dollars to complete. Nearly half of
the construction funding (45 percent) came from the WPA. As a counterpart to Lane Tech, plans for CVS
included state-of-the-art shop rooms for comparable coursework in sheet-metal drafting, engineering, printing,
auto mechanics, electrical work, and architectural drafting. The monumental building – designed to
accommodate 6,000 students – remains one of the largest public schools ever constructed in Chicago history,
second only to Lane Tech. 13
Chicago Vocational School benefited from the WPA's Federal Arts Project (WPA/FAP) during its construction.
From 1935 to 1943, the federal government employed artists and designers to create murals, sculptures,
paintings, and posters in public parks, schools, hospitals, and government buildings. The program supported the
careers and livelihoods of nearly 10,000 unemployed American artists during the Great Depression. At the same
time, the program advanced arts education and appreciation throughout American towns and cities. One of the
most prolific public art forms supported by the WPA/FAP was mural painting. Today, Chicago public schools
have one of the largest surviving collections of federally-funded murals in the country due to the efforts of the
Chicago Conservation Center. 14

12 John Albert Vieg, The Government of Education in Metropolitan Chicago (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1939), 17. For
more on vocational education, public schools, and the Great Depression, see S. Alexander Rippa, “The Business Community and the
Public schools on the Eve of the Great Depression,” History of Education Quarterly (March 1964): 33-43; Paula Fass, “Without Design:
Education Policy in the New Deal,” American Journal of Education (November 1982): 36-64; Regina Werum, “Marching Youth and
Jobs? Gender Dynamics in New Deal Job Training Programs,” Social Forces (December 2002): 473-503; Ivan Greenberg, “Vocational
Education, Work Culture, and the Children of Immigrants in 1930s Bridgeport,” Journal of Social History (Fall 2007): 149-160.
13 “Big New School Will Train for Heavier Industry,” Chicago Daily Tribune, August 4, 1940, W2; Bauer Latoza Studio, “Chicago Public
School Buildings, Pre-1940 Context Statement.”
14 For more on the WPA/FAP mural conservation work of the Chicago Conservation Center, see Heather Becker, Art for the People:
The Rediscovery and Preservation of Progressive- and WPA-Era Murals in the Chicago Public Schools, 1904-1943 (San Francisco:
Chronicle Books, 2002). For more on the history of the WPA/Federal Arts Project, see Jonathan Harris, Federal Art and National
Culture: The Politics of Identity in New Deal America (Cambridge and New York: Cambridge University Press, 1995); Victoria Grieve,
The Federal Art Project and the Creation of Middle-Brow Culture (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 2009); Sharon Ann Musher,
Democratic Art: The New Deal's Influence on American Culture (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 2015).
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CVS received a large wood panel mural funded through the Federal Arts Project in 1939. Located above the
auditorium balcony, the artwork was created by an unknown artist and is composed of fourteen carved and
inlaid wood panels of roughly seven feet in height (widths vary). Four of the panels depict architectural
landmarks in downtown Chicago: the Chicago Board of Trade building, the Chicago Merchandise Mart
building, the Tribune Tower, and the Art Institute of Chicago. The other panels depict scenes of industry and
commerce relevant to the vocational programs emphasized in the CVS curriculum. These include a scene of
modern steel production using a Bessemer converter; a scene of electric power generators, towers, and power
lines used to motorize Chicago streetcars; and an airplane production line. This exceptional example of WPAera public art is unique to Chicago due to its wood panel construction, as most surviving public-school murals
are traditional fresco and oil paintings. 15
The WPA/FAP artwork inside the auditorium is linked to the exterior ornamentation and modernist design of
Chicago Vocational School. Many of the trades depicted in the wood-paneled mural are also depicted in relief
sculptures that sit below the roofline across multiple limestone facades of the schoolhouse. Two of the four
relief sculptures above the entrance to the auditorium, for example, depict the turning gears of a machine and
the operation of a printing press. The Art Deco design of CVS also nods to the famous downtown buildings
depicted in the wood panel mural. CVS has striking limestone elevations similar to the iconic Chicago Board of
Trade and Chicago Merchandise Mart buildings. In all of these buildings, repeating vertical lines in the facades
draw the eye skyward to suggest modernity, progress, and forward-thinking. An emphasis on verticality and
upward motion is characteristic of Art Deco skyscrapers constructed during the 1930s but is less often seen in
low-level schoolhouses, making CVS a unique example of 1930s Art Deco architecture. In fact, Chicago
Vocational School is the largest Art Deco/Art Moderne building in Chicago that is not a skyscraper. 16
Chicago Vocational School and World War II, 1941-1945
America’s impending entrance into World War II disrupted the opening of Chicago Vocational School to southside students. The Chicago Board of Education turned the building over to the United States Navy shortly after
construction wrapped in 1941 to train Navy men for work in aviation mechanics. Roughly 1,000 male students
enrolled in the fall of 1941, all of whom were registered members of the Navy. CVS was temporarily renamed
15 For individual descriptions of each panel in the CVS wood mural, see Becker, Art for the People, 124-125.
16 Lee Bey, Southern Exposure: The Overlooked Architecture of Chicago's South Side (Evanston: Northwestern University Press,
2019), 59-63. CVS was one of only two structures in the Avalon Park community area recognized for architectural distinction by the
Chicago Historic Resources Survey. See “Community Area # 45 – Avalon Park,” Chicago Historic Resources Survey (Chicago:
Commission on Chicago Landmarks, 1996), 339, Newberry Library, Chicago, IL.
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the Naval Training School for Mechanics and served the Navy's vocational needs from 1941 to 1945. Many of
the classrooms were converted into barracks for navy students who spent their schooldays studying trades like
aircraft mechanics and engineering. An aircraft hangar was constructed north of CVS on the school's 22-acre
campus in 1941 for students to study aviation mechanics. 17
CVS is historically significant as the only public school in the state of Illinois occupied by a branch of the U.S.
military during World War II. Numerous others public schools in Illinois contributed to the nations’ military
preparedness. The War Emergency Training Program, passed by Congress in June of 1940, called upon public
school systems nationwide to refocus vocational programs on military training in fields like aircraft repair,
shipbuilding, sheet metal drafting, and chemical engineering. Congress invested $15 million to help state and
local school officials conduct defense training programs in public schools between 1940 and 1945. The Chicago
Board of Education and the Illinois State Board of Vocational Education worked together to bring such
programs into Chicago’s largest public high schools including Lane Tech and Tilden Tech. In total, some
116,000 Chicago students received training for military vocations during the war while regular high school
instruction still took place. The wartime use of CVS was unique in that school officials suspended regular
instruction and allowed the U.S. Navy to assume full control over the public school. 18
The use of CVS as the Naval Training School for Mechanics contributed to Chicago’s wartime status as the
largest naval aviation training center in the country. Chicago Vocational School was one of two public facilities
in the city used for aviation training by the U.S. Navy during World War II. The other was a mile-long
municipal pier in downtown Chicago known as Navy Pier, named in 1927 to honor naval veterans who served
in World War I. Like CVS, Navy Pier was used by the U.S. Navy as a training facility for future airmen and
aviation technicians from 1941 to 1945. The programs at both facilities were codependent. For example, the
inaugural class of some 1,000 students at the Naval Training School for Mechanics learned to repair naval
aircrafts, while other naval officers practiced taking off and landing those aircrafts at Navy Pier. In 1942 part of
the aviation mechanics program at CVS was relocated to Navy Pier where most aircrafts were located. The
Naval Training School at CVS shifted focus to training future teachers to lead classes in aviation technology at
17 “Navy Opens Huge Air Mechanics Training School,” Chicago Daily Tribune, July 1, 1942, page 18; “Navy Hires 2 Young Men as
Teachers,” Chicago Defender, March 14, 1942, 6; “City Vocational School Cleared for Navy Shops,” Chicago Daily Tribune, Feb 14,
1943, N7.
18 Illinois State Board for Vocational Education, Vocational Education for National Defense: Illinois Public Schools (c. 1942). Digitize
by University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, accessed through HathiTrust Digital Library; “Defense and War Activities,” Chicago’s
Report to the People, 1933-1946 (Chicago: City of Chicago, March 1947), 322. Digitized by the Pennsylvania State College Library,
accessed through HathiTrust Digital Library.
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Navy Pier. The wartime significance of Navy Pier is well documented, and the structure was added to the
National Register of Historic Places in 1979 (delisted in 1992). The historic landmark of Chicago Vocational
School presents the other half of Chicago’s unique history as the center for naval aviation training during World
War II. 19
Furthermore, the Naval Training School at CVS had the only teacher training program of its kind in the nation.
Between 1942 and 1945, Navy officers as well as veterans came to CVS to learn aviation mechanics skills in
order to train their fellow naval men across the country. During the war, thousands of aspiring Navy teachers
lived at the schoolhouse in classrooms outfitted with cots that resembled military barracks. According to the
Chicago Tribune, the school could house 2,500 students at a time. Some of the vocational teachers trained at
CVS’s Naval Training School educated aspiring airmen at nearby Navy Pier. But others were transferred to key
military bases across the country in Fort Dearborn, Michigan and Jacksonville, Florida. These teachers were
highly desirable, as this was the only Navy training program that prepared teachers specifically in aviation
mechanics. 20
The Navy's occupation of CVS in 1941 was controversial. Many south-side parents looked forward to gaining
access to the types of prestigious vocational programs previously offered only in far-flung schools like Lane
Tech. These families resented the Navy occupation of CVS, which led the Board of Education to relocate their
sons to other neighborhood high schools on the south side that did not have equitable resources. African
American parents in and around the Avalon Park neighborhood resented this disruption in particular in part due
to the Navy’s notorious reputation for racial discrimination. Prospective students of the Naval Training School
had to register with the Navy in order to attend, which led to a majority white student body in the state-of-theart facility. The few African American students who gained entrance at the school reported the frequent use of
racist language from their Navy superiors and discrimination in vocational training. In 1942, a black student
enrolled in the aviation mechanics program reported that only he was assigned janitorial duties like cleaning the
shop room floor after class. 21
The NAACP threatened legal action against the Chicago Board of Education in December of 1941 for using
public tax dollars to support a school that discriminated against its African American students. The Chicago
19 “Upper Navy Pier Level is Turned Over to the Navy,” Chicago Daily Tribune, May 3, 1941, 6. For more on Navy Pier see Douglas
Bukowski, Navy Pier: A Chicago Landmark (Chicago: Metropolitan Pier and Exposition Authority, 1996).
20 “Plan Course in Mechanics for Naval Teachers,” Chicago Daily Tribune, Dec 7, 1941, SW2.
21 Lionel Kimble, A New Deal for Blacks: Housing, Employment, and Civil Rights in Black Chicago, 1935-1955 (Carbondale, IL:
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Board of Education held a public hearing to address this controversy the following month. The hearing was
attended by nearly 200 African American parents and activists who demanded the city invest in training their
sons for military vocations as well. The flagship of Chicago's black press, the Chicago Defender, explained
their support for legal action: “If the Board of Education fails to provide adequate instructional facilities [for
black students,] they are not meeting their legal responsibilities to the taxpayer and the nation.” 22
Demands for racial inclusion did lead to an expansion of defense training for African American students, but
not at CVS. While the Navy retained their occupation of the Naval Training School, pressure from African
American community members led the Chicago Board of Education to open the Dunbar Trade School on the
south side in 1942. Dunbar Trade School trained a majority black student body for defense vocations like
aviation mechanics along with programs found at other vocational high schools in Chicago such as welding,
foundry, and forge. The Navy occupation of Chicago Vocational School was thus not only significant to
Chicago’s history of wartime defense training; it also shaped the trajectory and expansion of vocational
education for African American students in Chicago public schools. 23
The use of CVS as a naval training school continued to shape the vocational curriculum in the postwar decades.
CVS offered one of if not the most extensive aviation mechanics programs of any American public high school
after World War II. The Chicago Board of Education expanded the aircraft repair program at CVS after 1945 to
provide this state-of-the-art vocational education to civilian students rather than Navy officers. In 1948 a group
of students in the aviation mechanics program rebuilt a 1930s-era Stinson Reliant monoplane – a small leisure
aircraft owned by a local pilot named James Coulas – from parts. School officials secured approval from the
city to have Coulas fly the aircraft from CVS and land at nearby Midway Airport. Students wheeled the aircraft
from the school hanger onto Anthony Avenue in the Spring of '48 to an audience of thousands of observers,
cameramen, and press. CVS offered students an unapparelled experience of working on actual Navy aircrafts
after the war as well. The Navy left behind a fighter plane on the school grounds, a Grumman Hellcat F6F,
which was housed in the onsite airplane hangar. The fighter plan was used as a teaching aid for CVS students
for the next twenty years. 24
Southern Illinois University Press, 2015), 92.
22 “Start Action Over School Race Barrier,” Chicago Defender, Dec 27, 1941, 6; “Voice Frank Complaints of City Schools,” Chicago
Defender, Jan 24, 1942, 6.
23 Dunbar Trade School was originally located at 4401 S St. Lawrence Avenue in the Bronzeville neighborhood. In 1946 the school
was renamed Dunbar Vocational High School. The school was rebuilt in 1957 at 3000 South Martin Luther King Jr Drive, where it
remains today as the Dunbar Vocational Career Academy. See “Cashin Seeks Trade School Improvements,” The Chicago Defender,
Sept 26, 1942, 4.
24 “Rebuilt Plane Flown from Pavement at Vocation al School,” Chicago Daily Tribune, April 19, 1948, 12.
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CVS’s Educational History after World War II, 1946-1970
Chicago Vocational School welcomed its first freshman class of non-Navy students in 1946. Only four of the
building's shop rooms were used by the Navy, which had converted other spaces of the building into temporary
barracks and teacher training facilities. CVS underwent renovations in 1946 to prepare the buildings originally
planned 60 shop rooms for student use. These renovations were supported partly by Smith-Hughes vocational
education funds from the federal government. By 1946 male students at CVS could enroll in cabinet making,
autonomic service and repair, sheet metal working, architectural drafting, printing, radio work, gas fitting,
aviation repair, welding, and electric work. These remained the primary trade programs for male students
offered at CVS into the 1970s. 25
CVS opened its doors to female students in peacetime. CVS went coed in part because the school's mammoth
size could not feasibly reach capacity when only boys in attendance. School officials added vocational programs
in “feminine” trades at CVS after 1947. Female students at CVS could enroll in beauty culture, millinery,
dressmaking, secretarial work, cooking, and interior design. Many of these programs came with certificates to
show potential employers that students were “work ready” upon graduation (this was also true of trade
programs for boys). By the 1960s most female students pursued cosmology classes to receive a Certificate of
Completion of Beauty Culture along with their high school diploma. Very few female students enrolled in the
skilled trade programs intended for their male counterparts in the postwar decades. CVS had its first and only
female architecture major in 1950, an occurrence so rare it made headlines in the daily papers. 26
The student body at CVS became more racially diverse in peacetime after thousands of African American
families migrated to Chicago from southern states to fill wartime production jobs. In 1960 the principal of CVS,
James W. Crowe, called his school “a melting pot” in an interview with the Chicago Tribune and challenged
readers to find “a nationality or race that is not represented at CVS.” A study by the University of Chicago
researcher Robert J. Havighurst four years later concluded that CVS was indeed the most diverse of Chicago's
public vocational high schools. By 1964, nearly a third of the CVS student body was female. A third of CVS

25 “School Reopens to give Civilians Training Center,” Chicago Daily Tribune, Feb 24, 1946, S2.
26 “School Offers Women Studies in Shop Classes,” Chicago Daily Tribune, Aug 31, 1947, SW3; “Pupil Puts Her Heart into this Class
Project,” Chicago Daily Tribune, March 6, 1949, pg. S6; Avadner McGlory, “Beauty Culture,” Illinois Career Education Journal
(November 1967): 16-17; “Girl Architect Student to be Queen of Prom,” Chicago Daily Tribune, May 11, 1950, SA10.
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students were African American which, in a school of nearly 5,000 students, gave CVS the highest Black
enrollment of any vocational high school in the city. 27
Chicago school officials who highlighted diversity in the postwar decades masked increasing racial inequality at
schools like CVS caused by residential segregation across the city. Black migrant families from southern states
continued to pour into Chicago in the postwar decades and crowded neighborhood public schools on the south
and westsides of the city. Mushrooming black enrollment was coupled with the flight of white students to new
suburban school districts outside the city center. Between 1960 and 1990, nearly 2 million white Chicagoans
left the city and its public schools for nearby suburbs and took their tax revenue and political capital with them.
Chicago’s south and westside public schools were severely saddled with overcrowding and lack of funding due
to postwar demographic shifts and an inequitable distribution of resources. 28
Civil rights activists in the 1960s criticized Chicago’s vocational high schools in particular for racial inequality,
arguing vocational schools tracked urban students into manufacturing jobs while offering limited opportunities
for liberal arts education. Indeed, Chicago’s vocational high schools continued to privilege narrow trade skills
in the postwar decades while suburban school districts emphasized the academic training required for college
entrance. As the city’s largest south-side vocational school, CVS was the site of student boycotts and
community protest over educational inequality in the 1960s. School principal Reginald Brown recalled that
CVS was still plagued by hostility and violence when he assumed his position in 1970. “When I came here, it
was war games,” he told a Chicago Times reporter in 1979. “This is not to knock CVS; the whole world was
going to hell in a handbasket.” Brown helped to modernize the vocational curriculum in the 1970s by securing
new equipment for the school’s business and auto mechanics programs. “We beg a lot,” Brown admitted in
1979. “When we need something, I go to people and say, ‘Our objective is the make CVS the best high
school.’” 29
27 Jean Bond, “Schools Teach Skilled Arts,” Chicago Daily Tribune, March 31, 1960, 1; Robert J. Havighurst, The Public Schools of
Chicago: A Survey for the Board of Education of the City of Chicago (Chicago: Board of Education, 1964) Table 1: student body and
racial composition 249, Newberry Library, Chicago, IL.
28 John L. Rury, “Race, Space, and the Politics of Chicago’s Public Schools: Benjamin Willis and the Tragedy of Urban Education,”
History of Education Quarterly (Summer 1999):121. For more on the history of race-based inequalities in vocational education, see
David Tyack, The One Best System: A History of American Urban Education (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1974);
Michael W. Homel, Down from Equality: Black Chicagoans and the Public Schools, 1920-1941 (Urbana: University of Illinois Press,
1984); Jeannie Oakes, Keeping Track: How Schools Structure Inequality (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1985); Kathryn M.
Neckerman, Schools Betrayed: Roots of Failure in Inner-City Education (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 2007).
29 “Chicago Vocational is the Comeback School of the Decade,” Chicago Tribune, January 10, 1979, 8. For examples of racial tension
and civil rights activism in the 1960s see Cabot Seth Sterling, “Teacher Vows to Beat Up Boy for Boycotting,” Chicago Defender, Feb
27, 1964, 1; James Yuenger, “Willis Asked to Reorganize Trade School,” Chicago Tribune, June 22, 1965, B17; “Race Troubles Mount
at CVS,” The Defender, March 31, 1965, 5.
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In spite of the hard work of educators like Brown, the vocational curriculum at CVS could not adapt to the new
realities of the American economy after 1970. Vocational education was first championed by early-twentieth
century reformers who believed that students could master one trade – carpentry, welding, auto mechanics – and
find employment for life. This was perhaps true in the 1910s when the U.S. economy had a robust
manufacturing sector and a strong union movement. Yet massive deindustrialization in the 1970s made it
increasingly unlikely that students would graduate into life-long careers as auto workers or welders. Rapid
technological advances further strained the ability of vocational high schools like CVS to adequately prepare
students for their future working lives in a globalized economy. American employers increasingly expected
their workers to have college credentials rather than a high school diploma, which disadvantaged students who
spent school days working with their hands rather than preparing for college entrance exams. To early
twentieth-century observers, Chicago’s vocational high schools were state-of-the-art institutions that would
secure America’s industrial supremacy abroad and prepare male students in particular for lifelong
breadwinning. By the end of the century, however, vocational schools were frequently derided in the press as
one of urban education’s biggest failures. 30
Recent changes in federal education policy have shaped Chicago Vocational School in the twenty-first century.
In 2001 Congress passed the No Child Left Behind Act (NCLB) which required states to test all students on
their academic proficiency in exchange for federal education funding. Nationwide testing in the early 2000s
revealed that students at vocational schools preformed far worse than their counterparts in traditional high
school programs. Standardized proficiency testing left urban school systems with two paths forward: either
drastically improve academic programming at existing vocational schools or shut them down. Numerous
vocational high schools in Chicago shuddered their doors in the early 2000s in part due to low test scores,
including the Lucy Flower Vocational High School. Others, like CVS, revamped their curriculum to emphasize
career training and college readiness. Today Chicago Vocational School – now known as Chicago Vocational
Career Academy – is representative of remaining urban vocational schools in its emphasis on STEM education
and preparing students for four-year colleges. 31

30 See Rury, “Race, Space, and the Politics of Chicago’s Public Schools; Neckerman, Schools Betrayed.
31 Emily Hanford, “The Troubled History of Vocational Education,” American RadioWorks, September 9, 2014,
http://www.americanradioworks.org/segments/the-troubled-history-of-vocational-education.
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Conclusion
CVS is also locally significant under Criterion A as one of Chicago’s largest public high schools constructed
with federal support during the Great Depression. The school’s regional historic significance is attributed to its
unparalleled involvement in defense training between 1941 and 1945 as a school for Navy airmen, educators,
and aircraft repair workers. The curriculum at CVS after World War II reflects a near century-long commitment
of urban public-school systems to prepare male high school students in particular for specific vocations in trades
and industry. In the 1970s, this commitment to trade education waned as public high schools deemphasized
craft work in favor of college preparation. CVS thus warrants inclusion on the National Register of Historic
Places under Criterion A for its historical significance in the areas of Education and Military between 1938 and
1970.
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10. Geographical Data
Acreage of PropertyF 22 acres
(Do not include previously listed resource acreage; enter “Less than one” if the acreage is .99 or less)
Latitude/Longitude Coordinates
Datum if other than WGS84:F
(enter coordinates to 6 decimal places)

1
2

41.740635
41.740637

Latitude

-87.574460

3

-87.573839

4 41.737186
Latitude

Longitude

41.737256

Latitude

-87.569230
Longitude

-87.574403
Longitude

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Verbal Boundary Description (Describe the boundaries of the property.)

The property commonly known as 2100 East 87th Street and all the structures contained upon it. The Point of
Beginning (P.O.B.) is established as the intersection of the measurements 49.75 Feet made southwestward and
perpendicular from the centerline of Anthony Avenue and 37.25 Feet made northward and perpendicular from
the centerline of 87th Street. From the P.O.B. proceed westwardly parallel to the centerline of 87th Street along
the back of walk a distance of 1,408.36 Feet, then turning north and proceeding northwardly parallel to the
centerline of Chappel Avenue along the back of walk a distance of 1,258.69 Feet, then turning east and
proceeding eastwardly parallel to the centerline of 85th Street along the back of walk a distance of 169.21 Feet,
then turning southeast and proceeding southeastwardly parallel to the centerline of Anthony Avenue along the
back of walk a distance of 1,757.66 Feet+/- returning to the P.O.B.. The boundary includes and encloses the
property and land historically associated with it.

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Boundary Justification (Explain why the boundaries were selected.)

The Boundary includes the Schoolhouse, Electrical Transformer Building, the Hanger, the Vehicle Maintenance
Garage and the original 22 Acres bounded by 87th Street, Chappel Avenue, 85th Street and Anthony Avenue that
have been historically known as and part of Chicago Vocational High School. The boundary has been set at the
back of the Right-Of-Way and Sidewalk Easement (Back of Walk) at the perimeter of the property for the
bordering streets of 87th Street, Chappel Avenue, 85th Street and Anthony Avenue. The surrounding streets
form a historical and easily identifiable boundary around the property. The original site has not been altered and
maintains its historical significance and integrity.
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11. Form Prepared By
name/title

Michael L. Mims & Ruby Oram Ph.D.

organization

C.V.S. Restoration Project, Inc.

street & number

date 3/22/2022
telephone

8615 Gordonshire Drive

cvs.specops@gmail.com

email

Indianapolis

city or town

state

(317)440-2617

IN

zip code 46278

Additional Documentation
Submit the following items with the completed form:
•

GIS Location Map (Google Earth or BING)

•

Local Location Map

•

Site Plan

•

Floor Plans (As Applicable)

•

Photo Location Map (Include for historic districts and properties having large acreage or numerous resources. Key all photographs to
this map and insert immediately after the photo log and before the list of figures).

Photographs:
Submit clear and descriptive photographs. The size of each image must be 3000x2000 pixels, at 300 ppi (pixels per inch) or larger. Key all photographs
to the sketch map. Each photograph must be numbered and that number must correspond to the photograph number on the photo log. For simplicity,
the name of the photographer, photo date, etc. may be listed once on the photograph log and doesn’t need to be labeled on every photograph.

Photo Log
Name of Property:

Chicago Vocational High School

City or Vicinity:

Chicago

County:

Cook

Photographer:

Various

Date Photographed:

2020 thru 2022

State:

IL

Description of Photograph(s) and number, include description of view indicating direction of camera:

Photo 1 of XX:
Photo #
Photo #
Photo #
Photo #
Photo #
Photo #

0001
0002
0003
0004
0005
0006

IL_Cook_Chicago Vocational_Aerial Front_0001 - Titus Nixon
IL_Cook_Chicago Vocational_Aerial Front NE_0002 - Titus Nixon
IL_Cook_Chicago Vocational_Auditorium Entrance_Front_N_0003 - Michael Mims
IL_Cook_Chicago Vocational_Administration Bldg_NE_0004 - Michael Mims
IL_Cook_Chicago Vocational_Main Entrance_Front_N_0005 - Michael Mims
IL_Cook_Chicago Vocational_Main Entrance_Arch Details_0006 - Michael Mims
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FIGURE APPENDIX

Figure 1. Exterior Photograph Key Plan.
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Figure 2. Interior Photograph Key Plan.
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GIS Location Map (Google Earth or BING)

Figure 3. Google GIS Location Map.

Latitude

Longitude

1. 41.740635
2. 41.740637
3. 41.737256
4. 41.737186

-87.574460
-87.573839
-87.569230
-87.574403
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Local Location Map

Figure 4. Local Location Map.
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Site Plan

Figure 5. Site Plan.
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Figure 6. Plot Plan Identifying Building Sections for Administration Building, Anthony Wing, Chappel Wing, Central Building,
Central Plant and Hanger.
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Figure 7. Google Earth Aerial Plot Plan with building outline with elevation numbering. "AD" Administration Building, "AW" Anthony

Wing, "CW" Chappel Wing, "CB" Central Building, "CP" Central Plant, "HG" Hanger, "AC" Anthony Wing Court, and "CC" Chappel Wing
Court.
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Figure 8. Miscellaneous Architectural Details. Top Left: Engraved Art Deco Broadway Lettering. Top Right:

Typical masonry detailing. Bottom Left: Typical Limestone Base, Paneling and Art Deco trims. Bottom Right:
Inside and outside corner details.

Figure 9. Right: Main Entrance at center of Administration Building South Elevation. Top Left: Detail of City Seal
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relieved into Limestone over Main Entrance. Center Left: Relief detail of Lamp Of Knowledge. Bottom Left: Limestone
Bas Relief Architectural Plaque of Print Press found above pilaster.

Figure 10. 87th Street Administration Building South Elevation. Note the tripartite window bays with 1-3-1 typical window
pattern.
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Figure 11. South Elevation, Front East and West Secondary Entrance. Both entrances for AD2 and AD3 are identical.
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Figure 12. South Elevation, 87th Street Administration Building. Elevations AD4 and AD5 are symmetrical and identical.

Figure 13. South Elevations of Auditorium pictured to right and Gymnasium pictured to left.
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Figure 14. Architectural Details. Right: Negative column impressions. Note the stepped classic bead detail at

limestone corners. Top Left: Ornate Art Deco Grills. Bottom Left: Bas Relief Tablets highlighting vocations offered,
set into English Garden Wall Pattern Brick Parapet. Note engraved “Square” detailing at limestone above column
impressions.
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Figure 15. Auditorium, East Elevation.
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Figure 16. Auditorium, West Elevation.
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Figure 17. Gymnasium, South Elevation.

Figure 18. Gymnasium, West Elevation.

Figure 19. Gymnasium, East Elevation. Note location of East Entrance to Administration Building Main Hall. Also note protrusion
of Pool Building.
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Figure 20. East Elevation, East Main Hall Entrance from Triangle Athletic Field.
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Figure 21. Aerial Photo of Gymnasium East Elevation highlighting projection of Pool Building.

Figure 22. Administration Building, North Elevation. The North Elevation is visible above the Central Building roofline.

Figure 23. Anthony Wing, Northeast Elevation facing Anthony Avenue.
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Figure 24. Southeast Elevation Entrance, servicing the southeast end of Anthony Wing Hall. This entrance
faces out to Triangle Athletic Field. Note the curved limestone surfaces of the entrance.

Figure 25. Anthony Wing Northeast Elevation, Building Bump-outs AW4 and AW6. Note the overhead door at AW4.
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Figure 26. Anthony Wing, Northeast Elevation Facade AW5. Note the Broadway Art Deco engraved lettering as
well as the narrow windows to each side of entrance with the Art Deco Ornate grills. Also note the large quarter-round
limestone column details and beading to each side of the entrance. Entrance AW5 and AW10 are symmetrical and
identical.

Figure 27. Anthony Wing Northeast Elevation, looking West, Typical Type 2 Building Bump-outs and window profile.
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Figure 28. Anthony Wing Northeast Elevation, Northeast corner looking southward, highlighting Building Bump-outs
AW14, 13, 12 & 11. Note the overhead door at the north court face of Bump-out AD14.
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Figure 29. Top: Anthony Wing Northwest
Elevation. Facade AW15, Northeast corner looking
south. Bottom: Northwest Anthony Wing Entrance.
Note reeding detail at limestone simulating pilasters
and the edging detail around door entry.

Figure 30. Anthony Wing, Southwest Elevation. Note shallow court for AC16 with overhead door. Also note Smelting Furnace
Build out and smokestack at AW18.
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Figure 31. Anthony Wing, Northwest Elevation Facade AW20. Note the Broadway Art Deco engraved lettering as

well as the narrow windows to each side of entrance. Note the absence of the Art Deco Ornate grills. Also note the
large quarter-round limestone column details and beading to each side of the entrance.
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Figure 32. Chappel Wing, West Elevation. Southwest corner looking north.

Figure 33. West Entrance, Main Corridor. Note wheelchair ramp and awning.
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Figure 34. Chappel Wing, West Elevation. Entrance Facade Elevation CW2.

Figure 35. Chappel Wing, West Elevation North Entrance. Note the large quarter-round bead detail simulating columns.
Note that these columns are fluted. Also note this entrance is a single door entrance with a sidelight.
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Figure 36. Central Building, North Elevation.

Figure 37. Central Building, North Elevation Facade CB2 Entrance.
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Figure 38. Central Building, North Elevation, Bump-outs CB4 & CB5. Note the three overhead doors, also note
the smaller single windows to each side.

Figure 39. Central Building, East Elevation, Facade CB6 Entrance.
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Figure 40. Aerial Photo highlighting the three interior courtyards formed by Central Building.

Figure 41. Central Plant. Right: North Elevation with partial east. Left: West Elevation. Note the entrance foyer.
Also note the window patterns.
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Figure 42. Central Plant Boiler Room Entrance.
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Figure 43. Hanger Photos. Top Left: South Elevation. Bottom Left: West Elevation. Top Right: East Elevation. Bottom Right:
North Elevation, taken from northeast corner, straight on view is blocked.

Figure 44. Hanger Photos. Left: Southwest Elevation. Right: Northeast Elevation.
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Figure 45. Interior Lobby Photos. Left: Main Entrance, Main Lobby looking towards south. Top Right: Administration

Building main hall looking through Main Lobby east. Middle Right: Art Deco Chandelier at center of Main Lobby.
Bottom Right: Art Deco detailing of terrazzo flooring at Main Lobby. See Figure 39 for Historical reference photos.
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Figure 46. Historical Lobby Photos. Left: Photo of Lobby from cover of ETHYL NEWS, June 1943. Right-Top & Bottom:
Photos of Lobby prior to school opening circa 1940. Note the location of display cases.

Figure 47. Dining Hall. Left: Photo of painted steel newel post with ball cap at main stair into Dinning Hall.

Right Top: Photo taken from southeast corner of Dining Hall toward northwest corner. Right Bottom: Photo along
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east wall of Dinning Hall. Note windows to East Courtyard.

Figure 48. Schoolhouse Corridor Layout Diagram.
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Figure 49. Left: Second Floor Main Corridor. Top Right: First Floor Main Corridor. Bottom Left: Anthony Wing Corridor
south end looking NW. Bottom Center: First Floor Main Corridor near Front Lobby looking west. Bottom Right: Main
Corridor at far east end looking west.

Figure 50. Typical Classrooms.
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Figure 51. Staircase Photos. Top Left: Photo of 1st Floor Staircase at East Front Secondary Entrance. Not the

painted steel box newel post and cap. Bottom Left: First Floor level change staircase at Central Building. Note the
round pipe newel post and ball finial cap. Top Right: Photo of staircase landing immediately to the West of Lobby.
It’s a down only staircase as the staircase to the East is an up only case. Photo taken from 2nd floor looking down to landing.
Bottom Left: Staircase to east of Lobby, up only stair. Photo Taken from 2nd floor looking down to landing.

Figure 52. Auditorium Photos. Top Left: Front of stage. Top Middle: Photo of Balcony, highlighting Art Deco Chandlier
Bottom Left:Balcony Promenade, Mural locations. Bottom Middle:Balcony, Art Deco trim and clock. Right: Stage
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Figure 53. Auditorium Photos. Left: Photo of Balcony taken from stage. Note the Art Deco Chandeliers and the tiered barreled
ceiling. Right: Photo of Wood inlaid murals found along the East and West walls of the balcony level.

Figure 54. Gymnasium Photos. Left: Photo taken from top of bleachers at northwest corner of gymnasium looking southeast.

Top Right: Photo Taken at floor level northeast corner looking southwest. Bottom Right: Photo taken at floor level looking north.
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Figure 55. Typical Trade Shop. Left: Carpentry Shop. Top Right: Diesel Mechanics Shop Space. Bottom Right: Computer
Technology Shop Space.
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Figure 56. Anthony Wing Lobby. Created at the Anthony Wing elbow, just inside the Anthony Avenue Entrance for elevation

AW5.
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Floor Plans (As Applicable)

Figure 57. Plan Sheet A1-Partial 1st Floor Plan Administration Bldg.
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Figure 58. Plan Sheet A2-Partial 2nd Floor Plan Administration Bldg.
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Figure 59. Plan Sheet A3-3rd Floor Plan Administration Bldg.
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Figure 60. Plan Sheet A4-Partial Floor Plan Central Bldg.
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Figure 61. Plan Sheet A5-Partial 1st & 2nd Floor Plan Chappel Wing.
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Figure 62. Plan Sheet A6-Partial 1st Floor Plan Anthony Wing
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Figure 63. Plan Sheet A7-Partial 2nd Floor Plan Anthony Wing.
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Figure 64. Commission on Chicago Historical and Architectural Landmarks-Survey Card Front, Page 1.
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Figure 65. Commission on Chicago Historical and Architectural Landmarks-Survey Card Back, Page 2.
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Figure 66. Commission on Chicago Historical and Architectural Landmarks-Survey Card, Continuation Sheet Page 3.
.
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Figure 67. Chicago Vocational Ground-Breaking Ceremony, December 9, 1938. Architect John C. Christensen seated just behind
speaker to the left. Photo curtesy of Jerry Kalwasinski.
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Figure 68. Photo circa 1940. Photo taken at corner of Auditorium Entrance of Chicago Vocational High School looking eastward
towards Main Entrance. Notice the fluted columns and smooth clean lines of the limestone surfaces along with the Art Deco ornate
grilling. Photo curtesy of Jerry Kalwasinski.
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Figure 69. Photo circa 1940 Photo of Chicago Vocational High School Main Administration Building. Note the simple Art Moderne
design and the bas relief detailing along the parapet. Simplicity in design. Photo curtesy of Jerry Kalwasinski.
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Figure 70. Circa 1940 Photo of Chicago Vocational High School Main Lobby prior to the schools opening in 1940. Photo taken at
southeast corner of Lobby looking northwest. Photo curtesy of Jerry Kalwasinski.
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Figure 71. Circa 1940 Photo of Chicago Vocational High School Main Lobby prior to the schools opening in 1940. Photo taken at
northwest corner of Lobby looking southeast. Photo curtesy of Jerry Kalwasinski.
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Figure 72. June 1943. From the cover of ETHYL News: The Quarter Deck Naval Technical Training Center”. The
photo highlights the Chicago Vocational High School Lobby. Note the Art Deco detailing of the terrazzo flooring, Art
Deco lighting fixtures, the bull-nosed corners simulating columns and artistic curve detailing of the ceiling.
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Figure 73. Students learning aviation mechanics at the Naval Training School
during World War II. 32

32

"The Chicago Vocational School," Illinois Vocational Progress, vol 4. no. 1 (September 1946): 124.
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Figure 74. Economist Newspaper Clipping, Chicago Vocational School, First Graduating Class, June 1944.
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Figure 75. Chicago Vocational School, Registration Application, Front Cover.
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Figure 76. Chicago Vocational School, Registration Application, Rear Page.
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Figure 77. Tribune News Paper clipping circa 1968.
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